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Abstract 
 

 
 
Semirings, one of the most natural generalization of rings and distributive lattices, were first 
appeared in the study of ideals of rings, by Dedekind [25] and then Vandiver[78] formally 
introduced this notion, in 1934. One of the oldest algebraic structure, set of all natural 
numbers, is also a semiring. Over the years, tremendous applications of the theory of semirings 
have been recorded [33], from both domains of mathematics. Several types of semirings 
considered by researchers with respect to their applications in different areas including 
optimization theory, theoretical physics and computer sciences([1], [26], [30], [32], [77]). 

 

 
One of the most favorite type of semiring which was studied by algebraists during the last few 
years, is additively inverse semiring. The algebraic structure of inverse semiring was introduced 
by Karevellas[53] in 1973. In [9], Bandlet and Petrich characterized inverse semirings as a 
subdirect product of rings and distributive lattices. Sen[76], Ghosh[29] and Mukhopadhyay [74] 
and many others also considered the structure of inverse semiring.  

 

 
Recently, another class of semirings which appeared in the corpus, is the class of MA-Semirings. 
Javed, Aslam and Hussain[49] identified this class, as a subclass of additive inverse semirings 
which satisfies the condition (A-2) stated by Bandlet and Petrich in [9]. They initiated the theory 
of commutators with its fundamental identities in MA-Semirings, which later proved to be very 
fruitful in investigating many concepts of ring theory. These include theory of dependent 
elements and free actions[50], commutativity and centralizing mappings[51] and the theory of 
derivations of MA-Semirings[49]. Indeed, this algebraic structure is of considerable interest in 
targeting and generalizing many Lie type results of rings and algebra to semirings. 

 

 

As the name suggests, in this thesis, we will be considering MA-Semirings in regards of various 
concepts of ring theory. As usual, the first chapter will be devoted to preliminaries that includes 
some basic concepts of semiring theory. The chapter contains a brief introduction to the class 
of MA-Semirings and the notion of commutators in MA-Semirings.  

 

 
Chapter 2, deals with the theory of Lie and Jordan ideals of MA-Semirings. We introduce the 
notion of Jordan ideals of MA-Semiring and investigate famous results of Herstein[35, 40], in 
the setting of MA-Semirings. Lie ideals of MA-Semiring have been defined, already, by Javed 
and Aslam *51+. In this chapter, we explore Lanski*56+ and Herstein’s work*43+ on Lie ideals and 
extend their work to MA-Semirings. Some results of this chapter have accepted for the 
publication in the Italian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics[71]. 
 

 



In Chapter 3, we study the theory of derivation of MA-Semirings. In this regard, we probe the 
most investigated work of Posner on derivation of prime rings [66]. We also present the proof 
of one of the famous Posner’s theorem, namely, Posner’s second theorem of derivation, for 
MA-Semirings. The results of this chapter have accepted for the publication in Hacettepe 
Journal of Mathematics and Statistics[72]. 

 

 
Chapter 4, will be devoted to the study of Jordan Mappings in MA-Semirings. We formulate the 
notion of Jordan homomorphism and Jordan triple Homomorphism of MA-Semirings. A few 
well-known results obtained by Bre s


ar[15] and Herstein[38], in this subject, are also 

generalized for MA-Semirings. In last two sections, we define Jordan derivation and Jordan 
triple derivation of MA-Semirings. In this chapter, we also prove that a Jordan derivation of 
2-torsion free prime MA-Semiring is a derivation, which generalizes classical result of Bre s


ar’s 

[13]. The contents of this chapter have published in the Journal of Open Mathematics[69].  

 

 
In Chapter 5, we will study the most important concept of left centralizers on MA-Semirings. 
The work in this chapter, is motivated by the study of Zalar, Vukman and Bre s


ar [19, 79, 80, 

84] on left centralizers. Most of the results of this chapter are part of our publication in the 
Journal of Quasigroups and related systems[70] and in the Journal of Discussiones 
Mathematicae-General Algebra and Applications[68].  

 

 
In the last chapter, we will be considering MA-Semiring with the notion of dependent elements 
and free actions. In his Ph.D. thesis[50], Javed introduced the notions of dependent elements 
and free actions for the class of MA-Semirings. This chapter is devoted for the development of 
these notions. Results of this chapter have published in International Mathematical Forum [73].  
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Chapter 1  
 

 
 

Preliminaries and Introduction to MA-Semirings 
 

 
  
In this chapter, a short introduction to a subclass of inverse semirings known as 

MA-Semirings is given. The chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section, we 
provide a few basic concepts of the theory of semirings that makes the thesis self 
contained. In Section 2, the notion of MA-Semirings is presented. The last section 
includes some fundamental identities of commutators in MA-Semirings, we will need for 
our consideration.  

 

 
1.1  Basic concepts of Semirings 
 
 
 
 In this section, we provide foundational definitions and concepts of the semiring 

theory, for the better understanding of this thesis. For more details about basic semiring 
theory and related facts, we refer readers to [31] and [33]. 

 
By a semiring we mean a non-empty set S  on which operations of addition ‘+’ 

and multiplication ‘.’ are defined such that ),( S  and ,.)(S  are semigroups with 

commutative addition and an absorbing zero ‘0’ ( 0=0=0 aa , Saaa  ,=0 ) and 

distributive laws ),,,=).(,=).(( Scbabcaccbaacabcba   hold in S . A subset 

T  of S  is called subsemiring of S  if it is also a semiring under the same binary 
operations. Let A  be a non-empty subset of .S  Then the set 

},:{>=<
1

NnAaaA ii

n
  is an additive subsemigroup of S  and is called additive 

subsemigroup generated by the set A  (c.f. page 16 [31]). The multiplicative 

subsemigroup generated by the set A  is defined as },:{>=< NnAaaA ii

n

i
 , 

where ni

n

i
aaaa ....= 21  (c.f. page 7[31]). Let T  be non-empty subset of S . Then 

there is a unique smallest subsemiring of S  which contains T , called subsemiring of 
S  generated by set T  and this subsemiring consists of all the sums nppp  ...21  



for all Nn , where each summand ip  is an arbitrary element of the subsemigroup 

>,.)(< A  of ,.)(S  (c.f. page 19[31]). A non-empty set SI   is called right(left) ideal 

of S  if I  is an additive subsemigroup of ),( S  and ISIIS )( . SI   is called an 

ideal of S  if it is both a right and a left ideal of S . For any Sa , the set 

}:{=},:{= SsasaSSssaSa   and },:{= SySxayxSaS iiii

n

i
  are left, right and two 

sided ideals of S , respectively. If I  and J  are two ideals then their product 

},:{= JyIxyxIJ iiii

n

i
  and intersection are ideals of S  and JIIJ   (c.f Exercise 

8.3[33]). Also, note that for two ideals I  and J  of S , we have JIIJ  . Let T  be a 
non-empty subset of .S  Then the intersection of all ideals of S  which contains T  is called 
ideal generated by T . If D  is an ideal generated by T  then >=< STSTSSTTD   
(c.f. Exercise 8.1(c)[33]). For },{= aT  we have

},,,,:{= NnSyxsrayxsaarnaD iiii

n

i
  . An ideal I  of S  is nilpotent if there 

exists  Zn  such that (0).=nI  A non-zero element a  of a semiring S  is a left (right) 

zero divisor if there exists non-zero element Sb  such that 0)=0(= baab . A semiring S  

is 2-torsion free if 0=2a  implies that 0,=a  Sa . A subset 

},=:{=)( SssxxsSxSZ   of S  is called the center of S . A semiring S  is prime if 

0=21Saa  implies that either 0=1a  or 0=2a  and S  is called semiprime if 0=aSa  

implies that 0=a . A semiring S  is called simple if it has no proper ideal. A derivation on a 
semiring S  is a function SSd :  such that )()(=)( bdadbad   and 

Sbabadbadabd  ,)()(=)( (see [31]). Let  ,   be automorphism of S  then an 

additive mapping SSd :  is called ),(   derivation if )()()()(=)( ydxyxdxyd    

holds for all Syx , . 

 

Let S  be a semiring with unity S1 . Then a right S-semimodule is a commutative 

monoid ),( M  together with a function MSM   , denoted by ,),( mssm   which 

satisfy the following conditions, for all elements 1s  and 2s  of S  and all elements 1m  and 

2m  of M  : 

(i) 2121 )(=)( smsssm   

(ii) smsmsmm 2121 =)(    

(iii) 2121 =)( msmsssm   

(iv) mm S =1   

(v) SMM ms 0=0=0 .  

Let M  and N  be right S-semimodules. Then an additive mapping NM :  is 
right S-semimodule homomorphism if smms )(=)(   for all Mm  and Ss  (see [31]). 

Similarly, left S-semimodule and left S-semimoudle homomorphism can be defined. 
 

As the title suggests, the key ingredient of this thesis is MA-Semiring, which is a certain type of 
additive inverse semiring. Karvellas[53] introduced the notion of additive inverse semiring, in 



the following way. 
 

Definition 1.1.1. A semiring S  is called an additive inverse semiring if for every element 
Sa  there exists a unique element Sa   such that aaaa =  and aaaa  = . a  

will be called additive pseudo inverse of .a  

 

Throughout the dissertation, by an inverse semiring we mean additive inverse semiring, unless 
mentioned otherwise. 

 

Let Z  be the set of all non-negative integers. If ),(= bamaxba , abba =e  and 

.,,=  Zbaaa  Then ),,( eZ  forms an inverse semiring. Every distributive lattice is also 

an inverse semiring. The following example of inverse semring was considered by Sen[74]. 
 

Example 1.1.2(see on page 138[74]). Consider }.,{0,= baS  Then S  is an inverse semiring 

with respect to the following operations. 
 

 

 

    0   a   b  
0   0   a   b  

a   a   0   b  

 b   b   b   b  
  

 

 

Example 1.1.3. Let S  be an inverse semiring and T  be the collection of all additive 
mappings on ,S  that is;  

 },),()(=)(:)({= StstgsgtsgSMapgT   

where )(SMap  is the set of all mappings on S. Then T  is an inverse semiring with respect to 

the point-wise addition and composition of mappings. Here, ),(=)(=)( sgsgsg   Ss .  

 

We will make frequent use of the following result from [53]. 
 

Proposition 1.1.4.(Page 280, [53]) Let S  be an inverse semiring and ., Sts   Then 

 
tstsi  =))((  

tstsstii  ==))((  

ssiii =)(   

ststtsiv =)(=))((   

and ),(SEss   where )(SE  denotes the set of all additively idempotent elements in .S  

 

Now, we prove the following result which we will use without reference, subsequently. 
 

.   0   a   b  
  0   0   0  

a   0   0   0  

b   0   0   b  



Lemma 1.1.5. Let S  be an inverse semiring. If Sss 21,  such that 0.=21 ss   Then 

.'= 21 ss  

 

Proof: We have 0=21 ss   thus 0='' 21 ss  . On adding both equations, we get 

0.='' 2121 ssss   By adding 1s  on both sides, we have, .='' 112121 ssssss   Thus 

1221 =' ssss   and by Proposition 1.1.4 )(iii  and hypothesis, we get '= 21 ss . 

 

However, converse of the above lemma is not true, for instance, in distributive lattice D , for 
,0 Da  we have, aa =  but 0aa . 

 

 

1.2  MA-Semirings 
 

 

The class of MA-Semirings was introduced by Malik, Aslam and Hussain[49], which proved to be 
very helpful in studying the theory of commutators and several additive mappings in the 
framework of semirings. This section includes an introduction of MA-Semiring with some 
examples. For more comprehensive introduction of MA-Semirings, we refer [49] and [50]. 

 

Definition 1.2.1. A non-empty set S  with two binary operations of addition "+" and 
multiplication "." is called MA-Semiring if the following axioms hold: 

 

(1) ,.),( S  is an additive inverse semiring. 

(2) For every Sx , ),(SZxx   where )(SZ  denotes center of S .  

 

Distributive lattices and commutative inverse semirings are natural examples of MA-Semirings. 
In the following, a few more examples of MA-Semirings are given. 

 

Example 1.2.2. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and )(SAdd  denotes the set of all additive 

mappings on .S  Then )(SAdd  is an inverse semiring(c.f Example 1.1.3). Now, we define a 

set )(SCentl , as follows.  

 },,)(=)(:)({=)( StstsFstFSAddFSCentl   

Define operations of addition and multiplication on )(SCentl , in the following way  

 )()(=))(( 2121 sFsFsFF   

 

 ).)((=)](,[ 122121 sFFFFsFF    

It is easy to see that the above operations are well-defined. Now, if )(, 21 SCentFF l  then 

.))((=))()((=))(( 212121 tsFFtsFsFstFF   Also, 

.)](,[=)))(((=)))(())(((=))(())((=)](,[ 2112211221122121 tsFFtsFFFFtsFFsFFtsFFtsFFstFF  

 Thus )(SCentl  is closed with respect to addition and product. For every element 

)(1 SCentF , the pseudo additive inverse is defined as )(=)(  sFsF ,for all .Ss )(1 SCent  



forms a non-associative MA-Semiring. 
 

The following two examples of MA-Semiring can be found in [49].  

 

Example 1.2.3[49]. (1)  Let R  be a commutative ring. Take :{= IA I is ideal of R}. Then A  is 

a semiring with respect to ordinary addition and product of ideals. Consider 

},:),{(=1 AIRxIxS  . Define operations of addition   and multiplication ⨀ on 
1S  as 

follows. 

),(=),(),( JIyxJyIx   and (x, I) ⨀(y, J) = (xy, IJ) , where ),(=),( IxIx  . Then 

1S  is an MA-Semiring. 

 

(2)  If R  is any non-commutative ring and S  is an MA-Semiring then 

 

)(i  },:),{(= StRxtxSR   is a non-commutative MA-Semiring with respect to point-wise 

addition and multiplication in SR , where for every element ),( tx  of ,SR  we have 

),(=),( txtx  .  

 

)(ii  The set  



































StRxxSRMtxtxS ,,:)(),(),(

00

= 212212 , where )(2 SRM   denotes the set of all 

matrices of order 2 over SR , is a non-commutative MA-Semiring with respect to usual 

operations of matrix addition and multiplication, where .),(),(

00

=),(),(

00

2121



































txtxtxtx   

 

 

Example 1.2.4[49] (1)  0N  = set of all natural numbers including zero, is a prime MA-Semiring 

with respect to   and ⨂ defined as, ),(= 21 nnsupyx  and ),,(= 21 nninfyx  for all 

021, Nnn  , where nn =  for all 0Nn . 

 

(2)  Let S  be a well-ordered distributive lattice having (0), its minimal element. Then S  is a 

prime MA-semiring. 
 

Example 1.2.5.(i) If (2)= GFR , Galois field of two elements and S  is MA-Semiring then the 

following set 


































SssRyxsy

sx

S 212

1

3 ,,,:),(0

0),(

=  is an MA-Semiring with respect to 

usual operations of matrices. 



 

(ii)Let 0N  be semiring of set of natural numbers w.r.t addition ),(= bamax  and 

multiplication .= e  Consider .,:00=)(= 024



































Nyx

yx

NMS  Then 4S  is an inverse 

semiring which is not MA-Semiring. 
 

 
In the following we construct an MA-Semiring analogous to the construction of Martindale’s 
ring of quotient[21, 62]. 

 

Example 1.2.7.Let 0S  be a prime MA-Semiring and   be the set of non-zero ideals of S  
which is closed under finite intersection and product of ideals. Let SIfIf  ::),{(=  is 

right S-semimodule homomorphism, where }I . Define a relation :  on   as follows; 

),(),( JgIf :  if and only if f  coincides with g  on some K  such that JIK   

then :  is an equivalence relation. Let ],[ If  be the equivalence class determined by ),( If . 

Denote the set of all equivalence classes with )(SQr . Then )(SQr  forms a semiring with 

respect to following operations 

 

 ],[=],[],[ JIgfJgIf   

 

 ],[=],].[,[ JIfgJgIf  

Here fg  is defined on JI  because .)(=)( IIJgJIg   These operations are well-defined, 

indeed if ],[=],[ 1111 JgIf  and ],[=],[ 2222 JgIf  that is, ii gf =  on some iK  such that 

iii JIK  , 1,2=i  then 2121 = ggff   on  21 KK  and 2121 = ggff  on 

.12 KK  Thus ],[=],[ 21212121 JJggIIff   and ].,[=],[ 12211221 JJggIIff  It is easy 

to calculate that )(SQr  forms a semiring with ],[ SidS  as identity element and ][0, S  as 

absorbing zero.  

 

Moreover, for every element ],[ If  )(SQr , we have )(],[ SQIf r  which is pseudo 

inverse of ],[ If , where SIf  :  is defined as .,)(=)( Ixxfxf   Also, it is easy to verify 

that ].,])[,[],([=]),[],]([,[ IfJgJgJgJgIf    

 

 
In the following, we give characterization of an inverse semiring to be MA-Semiring. 

 

Theorem 1.2.8. Let S  be an inverse semiring. Then S  is MA-Semiring if and only if )(SE  is 

commutative subsemigroup of ,.).(S  

 

Proof: Suppose that S  is an MA-Semiring. Let ).(, 21 SEhh   Then we have, 



.=)(= 212122121 hhhhhhhhh   Thus )(21 SEhh  . Also, 

.=)(=)'(=)'(=)(= 1212212222122121 hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh   This shows that .) ),(( SE  is 

commutative subsemigroup.  

 

Conversely, suppose that ),.)(( SE  is subsemigroup. To show S  is MA-Semiring, let 

., 21 Sss   Then )(',' 2211 SEssss  . Thus ).')('(=)')('( 11222211 ssssssss   From this, 

we have, )'(')'(=)'(')'( 112112221221 ssssssssssss   or 

)'()'(=)'()'( 112112221221 ssssssssssss  . Thus )'(=)'( 112221 ssssss   and hence 

.),'(=)'( 1112211 Ssssssss   Therefore S  is MA-Semiring. Hence proved. 

 

 

1.3  Commutators in MA-Semirings 
 

 

The notion of commutators in MA-Semirings and the fundamental commutator 
identities, due to Javed, Aslam and Hussain,[49] play important role in writing this thesis. In this 
section, we present the definition of commutators in semirings and a few useful identities of 
commutators of MA-Semirings. 

 

Definition 1.3.1[49]. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. The commutator of Sts ,  is an element 

ststststtsstts  ==)(=],[ . 

 

The proof of the following identities is available in [49]. 
 

Theorem 1.3.2[49]. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and .,, 321 Ssss   Then the following 

statements are valid: 
 

(i) ],[],[=],[ 312321321 sssssssss    

(ii) 231321321 ],[],[=],[ sssssssss    

(iii) ],[],[=],[ 3231321 sssssss   

(iv) 0=][0,=,0][ 11 ss   

(v) ],'[=]',[=],[=)],([ 21211221 ssssssss   

(vi) ],[],[=]],,[[ 123321321 sssssssss    

(vii) ],[=],[ 2121 ssnsns ,  Zn  

(viii) ]],,[[=]],[,[]],[,[ 321132321 sssssssss   (Jacobian identity in MA-Semirings). 

 

Lemma 1.3.3[49]. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. For each Ss , denote ss   by s . Then for 
all ,, Sts   the following statements are true.  

 

(i) '== ssss    



(ii) sss =   

(iii) .===== ststtstststs   

 

The following result is available in [50]. 
 

Lemma 1.3.4. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and Sa  such that Sssa 0,=],[ . Then 

)(SZa . 

 

Lemma 1.3.5. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. Then the following identities hold, for all .,, Swts    

 

sttstststsst  ],[=,],[=(1)   

sstststssstsststssstssst ],[=],[],,[=],[,],[=],[],,[=],[(1)  

],[],[=],[,],[],[=],[(2) twswstwtswtstwswst   

],[],[=],[,],[],[=],[(3) wtswsttwstwswstwts   

].,[],[=],[(4) wsttwswst    

 

Proof: ].,[=)(==:(1) tstsststtsttsstst   

],[=)(==],[:(2) stststssstsstssst    

.],[],[==

=)()(=)()(=))((=],[:(3)

wtstwstswwtsswtstwtswswtwtsstw

swttswswttwttsswttswswttswttswswtttwst





 

(4): ].,[],[=)(=)(=],[ wsttwsstwwsttstwstwwttsstwwst   

 

Proof of the other identities can be obtained using similar techniques. 
 

By [49], the inner derivation in MA-Semiring is defined, as follows. 
 

Definition 1.3.6. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and St 0  be a fixed element. A mapping 

SSd :  defined by ],[=)( 0 stsd , for all Ss  is called inner derivation if 

,)()(=],[],[=],[=)( 000 tsdtsdtstttssttstd   for all Sts , . 

 

Following theorem can be found in [51].  

 

Theorem 1.3.7. Let S be a 2-torsion free prime MA-Semiring, d be a non-zero derivation of S 
and .Ss  If 0,=]),([ sxd  for all Sx  then s  is in center of S . 

 

 
 

 
 



Chapter 2  
 
 

Lie and Jordan ideals of MA-Semirings 
 
 
 

 In this chapter, we study the theory of Jordan ideals and Lie ideals in MA-Semirings. The 
chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section, we introduce the concept of Jordan 
ideals in MA-Semirings and generalize an important result of Herstein[44] in MA-Semiring. The 
other section deals with Lie ideals of MA-Semirings and it includes the generalization of some 
well- known results of Lanski and Herstein, in the setting of MA-Semirings. 

 

 

 

2.1  Jordan Ideals in MA-Semirings 
 
 

In [37], Herstein introduced Jordan ring of an associative ring R . He studied ideals of Jordan 
ring, namely, Jordan ideals and studied their relationship with R . In this section, we 
canonically define Jordan ideals of MA-Semiring and prove that in a 2-torsion free MA-Semiring 
S , which has no non-zero nilpotent ideal, a non-zero Jordan ideal of S  contains a non-zero 
ideal of .S  This result generalizes Theorem 1.1 of [44].  

 

In the following, we introduce the notion Jordan ideals of MA-Semirings. 
 

Definition 2.1.1. Let S  be an MA-Semiring J  be a non-empty subset of S  then J  is 
called Jordan ideal if Jba   and Isaassa = , for all Jba ,  and Ss . 

 

It is observed that every ideal is Jordan ideal but converse is not true, in general. For instance, 

consider the MA-Semiring 3S  (c.f. example 1.2.5(i)). Put .(2):,0)(0

0,0)(

=


































GFxx

x

J  

Then J  is a Jordan ideal of 3S  which is not an ideal. 

 

The following theorem is an extension of Lemma 1.2. of [41], in MA-Semirings. 
 

Lemma 2.1.2. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and J  be a Jordan ideal of .S  Then JSJJ ],[  . 

 

Proof:  Let Jba ,  and Ss  then we have, ., Jsbsa   Consider,  



[a◦b,s] = (ab+ba)s+s′(ab+ba) = abs+ba(s+s+s′)+s′a(b+b′+b)+s′ba = 

abs+bas++asb+as′b+s′ab+bsa+bsa′+s′ba = a(bs+s′b)+(as+s′a)b+ b(as + s′a) + (bs + s′b)a = a◦[b,s] 

+ b◦[a,s]. 

Thus we can say that JSJJ ],[  . 

 

Theorem 2.1.3. Let S  be a 2-torsion free MA-Semiring which has no non-zero nilpotent right 
ideal. Then any non-zero Jordan ideal of S  contains a non-zero ideal of S . 

 

Proof: Let Jba ,  and .Ss  Then by Lemma 2.1.2, we have, ,Jcscs   where, 

baabc = . Also, J  is Jordan ideal so we have Jsccs  . Thus their addition 
csscccsccscs 2=)(2=)(2   is also in ,J  for all Ss . Hence, for all ,St  we have,  

 Jcstcsttcs  22=2   

As Jcs2  so .2 Jtsc   This together with the above relation yields  

 Jtcstcscstttcsttcs  2=2)2(=2)(2  

Since 2 ScS  is an ideal of S  so we are done if we show that ScS2  is non-zero. Suppose 

0=2ScS . As S  is 2-torsion free so 0=ScS  which gives that 0=)( 2Sc . If Sr  and 

Scscx =  then 0,== scrxr  which shows that Sc  is right ideal. But S  has no non-zero 

nilpotent right ideal thus we get, Jbabaabc  ,0,== .  

For ,Ss  we have, .Jsaas   Put saasb =  in the last equation we get, 

0.=222 asasasa   Also, if 0a  then 0=2= 2aaaaa  which gives that 0=2a . Thus 

we have, 0=2asa  which implies that (0)=aSa  and so 0=)( 2aS . aS  is a right ideal of 

S  and so we arrive at 0.=a  Since a  is an arbitrary element of ,J  which implies that 

0=J , a contradiction. Therefore, 0ScS , JScS  . This completes the proof. 
 

Corollary 2.1.4. If S  is a 2-torsion free MA-Semiring which does not contain non-zero 
nilpotent right ideal then )(SE  contains non-zero ideal of S . 

 

Proof: For )(,0 SEaaSa  . First, we show that )(SE  is Jordan ideal. Indeed, for 

)( ),(, SEbaSEba   and for SsSEa  ),( , we have 

.==)()(== sasaasaassaasaassaassasa    This shows that 

.)(SEsa   Hence )(SE  is Jordan ideal of S . The remaining proof follows directly from 

Theorem 2.1.3. 
 

 

2.2  Lie ideals in MA-Semirings 
 

 

Herstein introduced the notion of Lie ideals in 1950’s. His work on Lie ideals proved to be a 
source of motivation for many researchers to look into the Lie theory of rings in various 
directions and settings (see, for example, [8], [10], [12], [27], [37], [61]). The concept of Lie 
ideals of MA-Semirings, recently, introduced by Javed and Aslam in [51]. In this section, we 
investigate Herstein*35, 43, 44+ and Lanski’s*56+ work, in the framework of MA-Semirings. Most 



of the results of this section have been accepted for the publication in [71]. 
 

 

Definition 2.2.1.[51]. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and .SU   Then U  is called Lie ideal of 

S  if U  is additive subsemigroup of S  and USU ],[  and .],[ UUS   

 

Notation. Let A  and B  be two subsets of .S  Then ],[ BA  will denote additive 

subsemigroup of S  generated by all the elements of the form ],,[ ba  where Aa  and 

.Bb  

 

Remarks 2.2.2. Let U  be a Lie ideal of .S  Then the following statements are valid. 
)(i  Every ideal of S  is Lie ideal. 

)(ii  .0 U  

)(iii  If U  is Lie ideal then ],[ SU  is also Lie ideal of S . 

)(iv  If U  is Lie ideal then the subsemiring generated by U  is also a Lie ideal.  

 

Proof: The proof of )(i  and )(ii  is straightforward.  

 

)(iii : As U  is Lie ideal so UUSSU ],[],,[ . Thus ],[]],,[[ SUSSU  . Also, 

].,[]],,[[=]],[,[ SUSUSSUS   Therefore, ],[ SU  is Lie ideal of S . 

 

)(iv : Let ><Ua  then i

n

i
xa = , where each Uuuuux

i

j

i

p

ii

i ,....=
)()(

2

)(

1  (by Section 1.1). 

For every Ss , we have,  

].,....[=],[=],[=],[
)()(

2

)(

1 suuusxsxsa
i

p

iin

ii

n

ii

n

i   That is,  

 ],....[=],[
)()(

2

)(

1 suuusa
i

p

iin

i

  

By using Theorem 1.3.2 and the fact that Usui ],[ , we conclude that the right hand side of 

above relation is in ><U . Therefore, ><]>,[< USU  . Similarly, ><>]<,[ UUS  . 

Hence ><U  is a Lie ideal.  This completes the proof.  

 

In the following, we define commutative Lie ideal, in the setting of MA-Semiring. 
 

Definition 2.2.3. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and U  be a Lie ideal of .S  Then U  is 
commutative if 0=],[ UU . 

 

In the following, we establish a celebrated result of Herstein for MA-Semirings. 
 

 
 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let S  be a 2-torsion free prime MA-Semiring and U  be a non-zero Lie ideal 
and subsemiring of .S  Then either )(SZU   or U  contains a non-zero ideal of S . 



 

Proof: Suppose that U  is commutative, that is; 0.=],[ UU  Let Ua  and .Ss  Then 

Usa ],[  so by our supposition, we have, 0=]],[,[ saa . Replacing s  by Stst ,  in the last 

equation and then using commutator identities (c.f. Theorem 1.3.2), we get 
.],][,2[=]],[,[],][,[]],[,[],][,[=]],[,[]],[,[=]],[,[=0 tasatsaatasataastasatsaatasastaa 

Thus 0.=],][,[ tasa  Replacing t  by st  in the last expression, we have, ],[],[=0 tassa . But 

S  is prime so 0.=],[ sa  Hence, by Lemma 1.3.4., )(SZU  . 

 

Suppose that 0],[ UU  so there exists Uba ,  with 0.],[ ba  As U  is a Lie ideal so for 

Ss  we have,  

 Ubasbsasba  ],[],[=],[  

U  is subsemiring and Lie ideal of S , therefore, we infer that .],[=],[ Ubsabsa   Thus we 

have, Ubsasba  ],[],[ . This implies that Ubasbbsa  ],[)](,[  or 

Ubasbbasas  ],[))((  or Uabssababbsabss  )()(  or Ubas ],[ . Let 

St  we have, Utbas ]],,[[  or .],[],[ Ubasttbas   From this, 

Ubatsbasttbas  ],[],[],[  or Utbas ],[ . SbaS ],[  is an ideal of S  (by Section 1.1). 

Thus we obtain an ideal which is contained in U . We are done if we show that it is non-zero. 
Suppose 0.=],[ SbaS  By using primeness of S , repeatedly, we conclude that 0=],[ ba , a 

contradiction. Hence, SbaS ],[  is non-zero ideal contained in U . This establishes the 

theorem. 
 

Theorem 2.2.5. Let S  be a 2-torsion free MA-Semiring with no non-zero nilpotent ideal and 
U  be a non-zero Lie ideal and subsemiring of .S  Then either )(SZU   or U  contains a 

non-zero ideal of S . 
 

Proof: If U  is commutative then from the proof of the Theorem 2.2.4, we conclude that 
).(SZU   Suppose U  is non-commutative. As we prove in Theorem 2.2.4, SbaS ],[  is an 

ideal of S  which is contained in U . Now, suppose that 0=],[ SbaS . This implies that 

0=]),[( 2baS . ],[ baS  is a left ideal (c.f. Section 1.1) of S . Let Sr  and 

],[],[= baSbasx   then 0=],[= rbasxr . This shows that ],[ baS  is two sided ideal. But S  

has no non-zero nilpotent ideal. This gives that 0,=],[ ba  a contradiction. Therefore, U  

contains a non-zero ideal of S . This completes the proof.  

 

A simple semiring has no proper ideal, so from the above two results we come to the following 
result. 

 

Theorem 2.2.6. Let S  be a simple 2-torsion free MA-Semiring and U  be any Lie ideal of S  
which is also subsemiring of .S  Then either U  is S  itself or U  contained in )(SZ . 

 

We can make following observation, from the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. 
 



Observation 2.2.7. Let S  be a 2-torsion free MA-Semiring and .Sa  If 0=]],[,[ saa  for all 

Ss  then 0.=],[ Sa   

 

Definition 2.2.8. Let S  be an MA-semiring and U  be a Lie ideal of .S  Then 
},],[:{=)( SsUsaSaUT  . 

 

Lemma 2.2.9. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and U  be a Lie ideal. Then ),(UTU   

USUT ]),([  and )(UT  is a Lie ideal and subsemiring of S . Moreover, ).(=)( UTUTU   

 

Proof: Let a  be an arbitrary element of U . Since U  is a Lie ideal so for ,Ss  we have, 

.],[ Usa   This implies that )(UTa . Thus )(UTU  . If )(UTa  then Usa ],[  thus 

we have, USUT ]),([ . Hence ).(]),([ UTUSUT   And, )(]),([=)](,[ UTSUTUTS  . 

This shows that )(UT  is a Lie ideal. Also, for )(, UTba   and Ss , we have, 

.)(],[],[=],[ UTUsbsasba  And 

).(],[],[==)(==],[ UTUsabbsaabsbsaabsabsabssssababsabssab   

This shows that )(UT  is subsemiring of S . By Remarks 2.2.2(ii) and the fact that )(UTU   

we obtain, ).(=)( UTUUT   This completes the proof. 

 

Following is the extension of Theorem 4 of [35], in MA-Semirings. 
 

Theorem 2.2.10. If S  is a simple 2-torsion free MA-Semiring and U  is a Lie ideal of S  then 
either )(SZU   or USS ],[ . 

 

Proof: By Lemma 2.2.9, )(UT  is a Lie ideal and a subsemiring of S . Thus by Theorem 2.2.6, 

we have either )()( SZUT   or .=)( SUT  If SUT =)(  then by Lemma 2.2.9, .],[ USS   

If )()( SZUT   then ),(SZU   because )(UTU  . 

 

Following results are generalization of Herstein’s work *44+, for the structure of MA-Semirings. 
 

Lemma 2.2.11. Let U  be a Lie ideal of ].,[ SS  Then the followings are valid. 

(1) )(],[ UTUU   

(2) )()](,[ UTUTU   

(3) )()]()],(,[[ UTUTUTS   

(4) )(])],(),([[ UTSUTUT  . 

 

Proof: 1): To establish (1), we only need to show that )(],[ UTvu  , for Uvu , . For this, let 

.Ss  Then by Jacobian identity (c.f. Theorem 1.3.2), we have,  

 ]].,[,[]],[,[=]],,[[ usvsvusvu   

Because U  is Lie ideal of ],[ SS  so each terms of the right hand side of the above equation is 

in .U  Thus we get, .,]],,[[ SsUsvu   By Definition 2.2.8, we obtain, )(],[ UTvu  . 

Therefore, )(],[ UTUU  . This proves (1).  



 

2): Let ).(UTa  Then by definition of ),(UT  we have, .,],[ SsUsa   Replace s  by 

],,[ us  where Uu  is arbitrary, we obtain .]],[,[ Uusa   By using the Jacobian identity (c.f. 

Theorem 1.3.2), we have,  

 ]].,[,[]],[,[=]],,[[ usasausau   

As each term of the right side of the above equation is in U . Thus Usau ]],,[[  for all Ss

This implies that )(],[ UTau  . As Uu  and )(UTa  are arbitrary. Hence 

)()](,[ UTUTU  . 

 

3): By Lemma 2.2.9, USUTUTS ]),([=)](,[ . This together with (2) gives (3).  

 

4): Let ),(, UTba   .Ss  By Theorem 1.3.2(viii), we have,  

 ]].,[,[]],[,[=]],,[[ asbsbasba   

As .]],[,[]],,[,[ Uasbsba   Thus from the above relation, we obtain Usba ]],,[[ . By Lemma 

2.2.9, )(]],,[[ UTsba  . This completes the proof. 

 

Lemma 2.2.12. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and U  be a Lie ideal of ].,[ SS  If 

)](),([= UTUTJ  then  

 ).(],[ UTSJJS   

 

Proof: Let ., Jba   Then for Ss , we have 

].,[],[==)(==],[ sabbsaasbbsaasbabsasbssababsasbabssba   That is,  

 ].,[],[=],[ sabbsasba   

By Lemma 2.2.11(4), we have )(],[],[ UTSJbsa  . )()](),([ UTUUTUTb  (c.f Lemma 

2.2.9), also because )(UT  is subsemiring of S  so )(],[ UTsab  . Thus we have, 

).(],[ UTsba   Similarly, we can show that )(],[ UTbas  . 

Let ., Sts   Then we have 

].,[]],,[[=)()(

==)()(==],[

batstbassbattsabababsttababs

sbattsbaatbstsabsabtsabtttabsatbsttsabsabtatbssabttbas





 That is,  

 ].,[]],,[[=],[ batstbastbas   

As USUTtbas  ]),([]],,[[  and ).(],[ UTbats   Thus )(=)(],[ UTUTUtbas   (c.f. 

Lemma 2.2.9). This completes the proof. 
 

Theorem 2.2.13. Let S  be a 2-torsion free simple MA-Semiring and ],[ SSU   be a Lie ideal 

of ].,[ SS  Then either ],[ SU  is contained in )(SZ  or 

 

 0.=]]],[],,[[]],,[],,[[[ UUUUUUUU  

 

Proof: By (i) and (iii) of Remarks 2.2.2, we have, ],[ SS  is a Lie ideal of S . Again using (iii) of 

Remarks 2.2.2, ]],,[[ SSS  is Lie ideal of S . Consequently, by Theorem 2.2.10 either 



)(]],,[[ SZSSS   or ]],,[[],[ SSSSS  . 

 

Consider ]],,[[],[ SSSSS  . As ],[]],,[[ SSSSS   thus we have,  

 ].],,[[=],[ SSSSS  

Suppose )(],[ UTSS   then USUTSSSSS  ]),([]],,[[=],[ (c.f. Lemma 2.2.9). However, 

].,[ SSU   Hence )(UT  does not contain ],[ SS .  

Since )(UT  is Lie ideal so )()](),([ UTUTUT  . If SUT =)(  then ),(],[ UTSS   which is 

not true. Hence SUT )( . By Lemma 2.2.12, we have ).(=],[ UTSJJS  Also, SJJS ],[  is an 

ideal(c.f. Section 1.1) of .S  By simplicity of S , we get 0=],[ JJ . Therefore, by Lemma 

2.2.11, we have  

 0.=],[=)]](),([)],(),([[]]],[],,[[]],,[],,[[[ JJUTUTUTUTUUUUUUUU   

Now, if )(]],,[[ SZSSS   then )(]],,[[],[ SZSSSSU  . This completes the proof. 

 

Next, we investigate Lanski’s work*56+ in the framework of MA-Semiring. It includes 
generalization of his well-known theorems on Lie ideals of prime rings to prime MA-Semirings. 
In the subsequent discussion, we will consider 2-torsion free prime MA-Semirings.  

 

Lemma 2.2.14. Let I  be a non-zero ideal of S  such that 0,=],[ Ia  where .Sa  Then 

).(SZa   

 

Proof: Let Ss  and .Ib  Then Isb  thus 0.=],[ sba  By Theorem 1.3.2, we have, 

0=],[],[ basbsa   which implies that 0=],[ bsa , for all Ib . Replacing b  by rb  where 

Sr  and then using primeness of S , we obtain 0=],[ sa  or 0=b . But I  is non-zero 

ideal. Thus 0=],[ sa . Hence by Lemma 1.3.4, we get )(SZa .  

 

Lemma 2.2.15. Let U  be a Lie ideal of S . Define 0}.=],[:{=)(1 UxSxUT   Then either 

0=],[ SU  or 0.=]),([ 1 SUT   

 

Proof: Let ).(1 UTa  Then by definition of )(1 UT  we have, 0.=],[ Ua  That is, 

0.=]),([ 1 UUT  By Theorem 1.3.2, we have  

 )]](,[,[]],[),([=]],),([[ 111 UTUSUSUTUSUT   

As U  is a Lie ideal so from the above relation we obtain, 0.=0]),([]],),([[ 11  UUTUSUT  

Therefore, ).(]),([ 11 UTSUT   Similarly, )()](,[ 11 UTUTS  . Hence, )(1 UT  is a Lie ideal. Also, 

if )(, 1 UTba   then by Theorem 1.3.2, we have, 0=],[],[=],[ UbUaUba   and also 

0.=],[],[=],[ bUaUbaUab   Thus )(1 UT  is subsemiring of S  so by Theorem 2.2.4 either 

0=]),([ 1 SUT  or )(1 UT  contains a non-zero ideal, say .I  If )(1 UTI   then by definition of 

),(1 UT  we have 0.=],[ UI  From Lemma 2.2.14, we obtain 0.=],[ SU   

 

The following corollary follows immediately, from Lemma 1.3.4. 
 



Corollary 2.2.16. Let U  be a Lie ideal of .S  Then either )(SZU   or )()(1 SZUT  .  

 

Lemma 2.2.17. Let 1U  and 2U  be Lie ideals such that 0.=]],,[[ 21 SUU  Then either 

0=],[ 1 SU  or 0=],[ 2 SU . 

 

Proof: Suppose 0.=],[ 21 UU  Then in the view of Lemma 2.2.15, we have either 0=],[ 1 SU  or 

0.=],[ 2 SU  Let 0.],[ 21 UU  Suppose 0],[ 1 SU  and 0.],[ 2 SU  Let 1Uu  and 2Uv  

and .Ss  Then we have  

 0.=]]],,[,[[ Svsvu  

Using Lemma 1.3.2 and Lemma 1.3.5, we have 0.=]]],,[,[],][,[[ Ssvuvsvvu   In particular, we 

have  

 0.=]]],,[,[],][,[[ vsvuvsvvu   

Using Lemma 1.3.2, we have 0.=]]],,[,[[]],,][,[[ vsvuvvsvvu   Thus by Lemma 1.3.5, we 

obtain  

 0.=]]],,[,[[]],,][[,[],][],,[[ vsvuvvsvvusvvvu   

Since 0=]],,[[ 21 SUU  so ]]],,[,[[=0=]],,[[ vsvuvvu . Therefore, from the above relation, we 

arrive at  

 0.=]],,][[,[ vsvvu  

By hypothesis, ),(],[ 21 SZUU   so we have,  

 0.=]],,][[,[=]],,[[],[ vsvvuSvsvSvu  

As S  is prime and 0],[ 21 UU  thus 0=]],,[[ vsv . In the view of Observation 2.2.7, we have 

0.=],[ Sv  This contradicts the supposition that 0.=],[ 2 SU  This proves the desired result. 

 

In view of Lemma 1.3.4, we arrive at the following corollary of above theorem. 
 

Corollary 2.2.18. Let 1U  and 2U  be Lie ideals such that 0.=]],,[[ 21 SUU  Then either 

)(1 SZU   or ).(2 SZU   

 

Lemma 2.2.19. Let U  be a Lie ideal and SV   such that 0.=]],,[[ SUV  Then either 

0=],[ SU  or 0=],[ SV . 

 

Proof: Consider 0}.=]],,[[:{= SUxSxT   Let Tyx ,  then 

]],,[[=]],,[[]],,[[=0 SUyxSUySUx   which show that Tyx  . Also, let Sts ,  and 

.Tx  Then by using Jacobian identity(c.f. Theorem 1.3.2), we have 
0.=]]],,[,[[]]],,[,[[=]],],,[[[ txustusxtusx   This implies that Tsx ],[ . Similarly, Txs ],[ . 

It shows that T  is a Lie ideal of .S  Thus by Lemma 2.2.17, either 0=],[ SU  or 0=],[ ST . 

By definition of T , we have .TV   Therefore, either 0=],[ SU  or 0=],[ SV . This 

completes the proof.  

 

Lemma 2.2.20. Let U  be a Lie ideal of S , Sx  such that 0.=xUx  Then either 0=x  or 
)(SZU  . 



 

Proof: Let Ss  and ,Uu  we have 0=],[ xsux . Replacing s  by ,1xsu  where ,1 Uu   

we have, xsxxuuxsuxuxxsxxuuxxsuux 1111 ==],[=0  . Since S  is prime so either 0=x  or 

0=1xxuu . Suppose 0x . Replacing s  by xsuu 21  in 0=],[ xsux , where ,2 Uu   we 

obtain, 0=],[ 21 xxsuuux  or .==0 212121 xsxuxuuuxsxuxuxsxuxuu   Again, by using 

primeness of ,S  we get 0.=21 xuxuu  Continuing this process we arrive at 0,=xUx  where 

U  is subsemiring of S  generated by U . If )(SZU   then ).(SZU   In view of Remark 

2.2.2 and Theorem 2.2.4, U  contains a non-zero ideal, say I . Hence 0.=xIx  As S  is 
prime and 0.I  Thus 0,=x  a contradiction. Therefore, )(SZU  . This completes the 

proof. 
 

Lemma 2.2.21. Let )(SZU   be a Lie ideal of S  and V  be an additive subsemigroup of 

S  such that .],[ VUV   If Vvv 0,=2  then 0.=V  

 

Proof: Let UuSs  ,  and .Vv  Then Usu ],[  and so .],[]],[,[ VUVsuv   

Therefore, 0=]],[,[ 2suv  or 0=]],,[[ 2vsu . That is, 0=)( 2vsuusvuvsusv  . Expanding 

the above expression we have, 

0=vsuvsuusvsuvuvvsususvvsuvsuvusvussvu

suvvususvusvvvsusuvussuvsuvsuvuvsusvvsuusvususvvuvusvsusvusv




. 

Pre-multiplying the last expression by v  and then using the fact that 0=2v , we arrive at 
0.=vsuvsuvuvsvusvuvusvsvvusvusv   Replacing s  by sv , we get 

0.=vsvuvsvuvvuvsvusvvvuvusvvsvvusvvusvv   This implies that 0.=vsvuvsvuv  Thus 
0.=vsvuvSvuv  By using Lemma 2.2.20 and the fact that S  is prime and )(SZU  , we 

obtain the desired result.  

 

Lemma 2.2.22. Let )(SZU   be a Lie ideal of S  and V  be an additive subsemigroup of 

S  such that VUV ],[ . If 0=],[ VV  then )(SZV  . 

 

Proof: Put ],[= UVI  then 0.=],[]],[],,[[=],[ VVUVUVII   Let UuIa  ,  and .Ss  

As U  is Lie ideal so Uusu ],[ . Therefore ],[]]],[,[,[ IIusuaa   thus 0.=]]],[,[,[ usuaa  By 

using Lemma 1.3.5, we have 

.],]][,[,[]],[,][,[]]],[,[,[]],[,][,[                                                                 

=]],][,[,[]]],[,[,[=]]],[,[,[=]],[,[,[=0

suuaasuauasuaausuaua

suuaasuauasuuaausuaa





That is,  

 0.=],]][,[,[]],[,][,[]]],[,[,[]],[,][,[ suuaasuauasuaausuaua   

As 0=],[=]],[,[]]],,[[,[]],[,[ IIUVIUUVIuaa   and also 0=]]],[,[,[ suaa . So the above 

equation reduces to 0.=]],[,][,2[ suaua  As S  is 2-torsion free so we have  

 0.=]],[,][,[ suaua  

Replace s  by au  and again using commutator identities, we have 

].,][,][,[=]],[,][,[],][,][,[=]],[,][,[=]],[,][,[=0 uaauuauauauauaauuauauauaauuaua 



 Thus we get  

 .,0,=],[ 3 UuIaua   (2.1) 

 Also,  

 0.=2=]],[,[ 22 uaaauuauaa   (2.2) 

 Now, suppose Ia  such that 0.=3a  Thus from (2.2) we have, 0.=2 323 auaaauauaa   

This gives that 0.=22uaa  By Lemma 2.2.20, 0.=2a  Using (2.2) and Lemma 2.2.20 again, we 

get 0.=a  Hence, if Ia  such that 0=3a  then 0.=a  

So from (2.1) we obtain, .,0,=],[ IaUuua   Thus 0}.=],[:{=)(1 UxSxUTa   

Hence in view of Lemma 2.2.15, we have 0=],[ Sa . Thus 0=],[ SI  and therefore 0=],[ SV , 

by Lemma 2.2.19. This completes the proof. 
 

Theorem 2.2.23. Let U  be a Lie ideal and UV   be an additive subsemigroup of S  such 
that VUV ],[  and 0.=]],,[[ SVV  Then 0.=],[ UV   

 

Proof: If 0=],[ VV  then by Lemma 2.2.22, 0=],[ SV  and hence 0,=],[ UV  as desired. 

Suppose that result is not true when 0],[ VV . Let 0],[= 21 vv , where ., 21 Vvv   Then 

0=],[ S  which implies that )(SZ . Define inner derivation ].,[=)( 1 svsd  By hypothesis, 

we have,  

 .0,=]),([ 2 UuSud   (2.3) 

 Since U  is a Lie ideal and UVv 2  so Uxv ],[ 2 , for all Sx . Let ],[= 21 xvu . By 

Theorem 1.3.5, we have .],[=],[= 222212 Uxvvxvvuv   By (2.3), we have  

 0.=]),([ 12

2 Suvd  (2.4) 

 Now consider, 

.]],[,[],[2]],[,[=]],[,[],][,[],][,[]],[,[

=]],[,[]],[,[=]],[,[=],[=))((=)(

12111111121211112111211112

1211112112111211212

2

uvvvuvuvvvuvvvuvvvuvvvuvvv

uvvvuvvvuvvvuvvduvdduvd







 From given hypothesis, it follows that )(2)(=],[2]],[,[=)( 11

2

211111212

2 ududvuvuvvvuvd    

Therefore, by (2.4), we get  

 0.=]),(2)([ 11

2

2 Sududv   

In particular, we have  

 0=]),(2)([ 211

2

2 vududv   

 

 0.=)('2)(')(2)( 121

2

222121

2

2 udvudvvvudvudv    

Since )(SZ , so we obtain  

 0.=]),([2]),([ 2121

2

2 vudvudv   

By using (2.3) and the fact that S  is 2-torsion free, we arrive at 0.=]),([ 21 vud  As 

)(]),([),()(0 21 SZvudSZ   and S  is prime, therefore, non-zero elements of )(SZ  

cannot be zero divisors in S . Thus we have,  

 0.=]),([ 21 vud  (2.5) 

 Now using Lemma 1.3.3, we have ) ].(,[=)()(=)(=)()(=)()()(=)()(')(=)()](,[=)(],[)(=)()(=)(=]),( [=)( 2222121221212122121212122121212212121221212222221 xdvvxdxdvvxdxvvvxvvxdvxvxvvvxxvvxdvxvxvvvxxvvxxvvxdvxvxvvxxvvxxvvvxdvxvxvvxxvvvxdxvvxxxvxdxdvxvxxvdxvdud    Hence by (2.5), we get  



 0.=])],(,[[ 22 vxdv  (2.6) 

 Replacing x  by xv1  in the above expression and then using Lemma 1.3.5, we have,  
0 = [[v2,d(v1x)],v2] = [[v2,[v1,v1x]],v2] = [[v2,v1[v1,x]],v2] = [[v2,v1][v1,x],v2]+[v1[v2,[v1,x]],v2] = 
[v2,v1][[v1,x],v2]+[[v2,v1],v2][v1,x]+ [v1,v2][v2,[v1,x]] + v1[[v2,[v1,x]],v2+ = α′*d(x),v2] + [[v2,v1],v2][v1,x] 
+ α*v2,d(x)] + v1[[v2,d(x)],v2]. 

By (2.6) and using the fact that S  is 2-torsion free, we get 0.=)](,[ 2 xdv  As center of prime 

MA-Semiring is zero divisor free, therefore,  

 .0,=)](,[ 2 Sxxdv   

Replacing x  by xv1  in the above relation, we obtain )(=)](,[=)](,[=0 1212 xdxdvvxvdv  . 

Put 2= vx  in the last relation, we have, 0=2 , )(SZ  which gives that 0= , a 

contradiction. This completes the proof.  

 

Theorem 2.2.24. Let U  be a Lie ideal of S  and V  a subsemiring of S  such that 
.],[ VUV   Then either 0=],[ SU , 0=],[ SV  or V  contains a non-zero ideal of S . 

 

Proof: Suppose that 0=],[ UV  then )(1 UTV   (c.f. Lemma 2.2.15). Therefore in the view of 

Lemma 2.2.15, we have either 0=],[ SV  or 0.=],[ SU  Suppose 0.],[ UV  As U  is a Lie 

ideal so UUV ],[  thus we have .],[ UVUV   Let Ss , ],[ UVt  and .Vv  Then 

Utst ],[  which implies that VUVtstv  ],[]],[,[ . By Lemma 1.3.5, we have 

]],[,[=]],[,[ sttvtstv . Thus Vsttv ]],[,[ . Also, U  is Lie ideal and V  is subsemiring so 

]],[,[ stvt  is also in .V  By (2) of Lemma 1.3.5, we get  

 ]].,[,[]],[,[=],][,[ stvtsttvsttv   

As each term of the right hand side of the above expression is in V  thus we have,  

 .,],,[,],][,[ SsVvUVtVsttv   (2.7) 

 Since VUV ],[  and V  is subsemiring of ,S  so for Vw , we have, 

.]],[,][,[],][,[=],[],[)](,][,[=],)[](,[=],[],[ Vstwtvwsttvstwtvwwsttvstwwwtvstwtv 

 That is,  

 .],[],[ Vstwtv   (2.8) 

 Again, by Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

 ].,[],[],][,[=],][,[ stwtvwsttvswttv   

By (2.7) and (2.8), it follows that .,],][,[ SsVswttv   Hence for all Uu , we get 

.]],][,[,[ Vswttvu   By Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

 .],][,[]],][,[,[=],][,[ suwttvswttvuswttvu   

As each term of right hand side of above equation is in V , therefore, .],][,[ Vswttvu   

Continuing in this manner, we arrive at ,],][,[ VSwttvU   where, U  is subsemiring 

generated by U . Because 0],[ UV  so 0],[ SU . This implies that 0],[ SU . By Theorem 

2.2.4, U  contains a non-zero ideal, say, I  of .S  Then SwttvI ],][,[  is an ideal of S  

contained in V . 
 

Our theorem is proved if we show that 0.],][,[ wttvI  Suppose 0=],][,[ wttvI  then 



primeness of S  implies that  

 ].,[,,0,=],][,[ UVtVwvwttv   (2.9) 

Replacing v  by 1vv  in (2.9), we have  

 ].,[,,,0,=],[],[ 11 UVtVvvwwtvtv   (2.10) 

 Let VaSs  ,  and .],[1 UUVt   Put ]],,[[= 1 stau  then .Uu  Thus .]],[,[ 1 Vtau   

Also, by using (2.9), we have 
[u,[a,t1]] = [[[a, t1],s],[a, t1]] = [[a, t1]s,[a, t1+++*s′*a, t1],[a, t1]] = [a, t1][s,[a, t1+++ *s′,*a, t1]][a, t1] = 
[a, t1]s[a, t1] + [a, t1][a t1+s′ + s′*a, t1][a, t1] + [a, t1]s[a, t1] = 2[a, t1]s[a, t1]. 
Thus we have  

 .],[],2[ 11 Vtasta   

Replacing 1v  by ],[],2[ 11 tasta  in (2.10), we get  

 0.=],][,[],][,[ 11 wttaStatv  

Primeness of S  implies that either 0=],][,[ 1tatv  or 0.=],][,[ 1 wtta  Suppose that  

 ].,[,and,0,=],][,[ 11 UVttVavtatv   (2.11) 

 Put ]],[,[=1 UVVV  then by Jacobian identity (c.f. Theorem 1.3.2), we have 

[V1,U] = [[V,[V,U]],U] = [V,[[V,U],U]] + [[V,U],[U,V ]] = [V,[[V,U],U]] + [[V,U],[V,U]] ⊆ [V,[V,U]] + 
[V,[V,U]] ⊆ V1 . As UVUV ],[  so from (2.11), we obtain  

 0.=],[ 1Vtv  (2.12) 

 Since 11 ],[ VUV   so from (2.12), we get  

 .,0,=],][,[ 111 VvUuuvtv   

This implies that 0=],[=],[],[ 111 vutvuvtvvutv  . Thus we have 0.=],[ 1UVtv  In particular,  

 0.=],[],[ tvUtv  

By Lemma 2.2.20, either 0=],[ tv  or ).(SZU   But 0],[ UV  so U  does not contain in 

)(SZ . Thus ],[,0,=],[ UVtVvtv  . Hence 0.=]],[,[=1 UVVV  Put ],[= UVI  then 

IUI ],[  and 0.=]],[,[],[ UVVII   By Lemma 2.2.22, 0=],[ SI  which by Lemma 2.2.19 

implies that 0.=],[ SV  Thus assuming V  does not contain non-zero ideal, we obtain the 

desired result. Similarly, the case with 0=],][,[ 1 wtta  can be handled. This completes the 

proof. 
 

The following result follows, immediately, from the above theorem.  

 

Corollary 2.2.25. Let U  be a Lie ideal of S  and V  a subsemiring of S  such that 
.],[ VUV   Then either )(SZU  , )(SZV   or V  contains a non-zero ideal of S . 

 

Theorem 2.2.26. Let U  be a Lie ideal and V  be an additive subsemigroup of S  such that 
.],[ VUV   Then either )(),( SZUSZV   or VSM  ],[0  for an ideal M0  of S .  

 

Proof: Put ],[= UVI  and }],[:{= ISxSxT   then T  is subsemiring of S , indeed, if 

Ttt 21,  and ,Sx  we have, 

Ixttxttttxxtttxttttxxtttxttxtt  ],[],[=)(=)(=],[ 12212112221212212121 . Also, 



.],[],[=],[ 2121 Ixtxtxtt    

 

Moreover, by Jacobian identity and by using the fact that U  is a Lie ideal, we have,  

 .=],[]],[,[]],[,[]],[,[=]],,[[ IUVSUIISISIISII   

This shows that TII ],[ . Consider a subsemiring 0T  of T  which is generated by ].,[ II  As 

],,[=]],[,[]]],,[[,[=]],[,[]],,[[ IIUVIUUVIUIIUII   therefore, 00 ],[ TUT  . By Theorem 

2.2.24, either 0=],[0,=],[ 0 SUST  or 0T  contains a non zero ideal, say, M  of S . If 

0=],[ 0 ST  then 0=]],,[[ SII  and hence 0=],[ UI , by Theorem 2.2.23. Let us define a set 

0}.=],[:{=1 UxSxT   Then 1T  is Lie ideal of S . 0=],[ UI  implies that 1TI   thus 

0=],[ SI . Hence, by Lemma 2.2.19, we have either 0=],[ SU  or 0.=],[ SV  If TTM  0  

then VISIISTSM  ]],,[[],[],[ 0 . This completes the proof. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 3  
 
 
Derivation in MA-Semiring 

 
 

 
The concept of derivation for MA-Semirings recently introduced by Javed and Aslam [49]. They 
generalized several results of derivation of rings to MA-Semirings. For the further development 
of this subject, we dedicate this chapter to the study of derivation of MA-Semirings. This 
includes generalization of a few striking results of Posner including Posner’s second theorem of 
derivation of rings, in the setting of MA-Semirings. The results of this chapter are accepted for 
the publication in [72].  

 

 

3.1  Derivation of prime MA-Semiring 
 
 

We begin this section by presenting the Definition[49] of derivation of MA-Semiring as follows: 
 

Let S  be an MA-Semiring. A mapping SSd :  is called derivation of MA-Semiring S  if 
)()(=)( bdadbad   and ),()(=)( badbadabd   holds for all ., Sba   

 

In this chapter, we will deal with the prime MA-Semirings. It is observed that center )(SZ  of 

prime MA-Semiring S  is free of zero divisors. Indeed, if SbSZa  ),(  such that 0.=ab  

Then for all Sx , we have, 0== xabaxb . Thus by primeness of S  either 0=a  or 0=b . 
We will make use of this fact frequently, in our next discussion. 

 

The following lemma is due to Javed and Aslam [51]. However, its proof is given for the sake of 
completeness and to make the work self- contained. 

 

Lemma 3.1.1. Let S  be a prime MA-Semiring and d  be a derivation of S . If 
Ssscd 0,=)(  then either 0=c  or 0=d . 

 

Proof: Replacing s  by st  in 0=)(scd  we have 

Ststcsdtcsdtscdtsdtsdcstcd  ,),(=)()(=))()((=)(=0 . As S  is prime, therefore, 

0=)(td  or 0=c , if 0)( td  for some St  then 0=c . 

 

The following lemma can be regarded as the generalization of Posner’s first theorem of 



derivation of rings to MA-Semirings. 
 

Lemma 3.1.2. Let S  be a 2-torsion free prime MA-Semiring and 21,dd  be derivations of S  

such that  

 .,0,=)()()()( 1221 Sbabdadbdad   (3.1) 

 Then one of 1d , 2d  is zero. 

 

Proof: Replacing a  by )(1 cad , Sc  in (3.1), we get,  

 0.=)())(()())(( 112211 bdcaddbdcadd   

By definition of derivation, we have  

 0.=))()()()(()()()()()()( 1122

2

1112211 bdcddbdcdabdcdadbdcdad   

Replacing a  by )(1 cd  in (3.1) and using it in last expression, we have,  

 .,,0,=)()()()()()( 112211 Scbabdcdadbdcdad   (3.2) 

 Using Lemma 1.1.5 in (3.1), we have  

 .)()(=)()( 1221
bdcdbdcd  

Thus from (3.2), we obtain  

 0.=)())()()()(( 11221 bdcdadcdad   

By Lemma 3.1.1, either 0=)()()()( 1221 cdadcdad   or 0.=1d  If 0=1d , the proof is 

complete. If 0=)()()()( 1221 cdadcdad   then by using (3.1), we have 0=)()(2 12 cdad . This 

implies that .,0,=)()( 12 Scacdad   In the view of Lemma 3.1.1, either 0=1d  or 

.0,=)(2 Saad   This completes the proof. 

 

The following theorem deals with the commutativity condition. It is generalization of Lemma 3 
of [66] in MA-Semirings.  

 

Theorem 3.1.3. Let S  be a 2-torsion free prime MA-Semiring and d  be a non-zero 
derivation of S  such that  

 .0,=)](,[ Saada   (3.3) 

 Then S  is commutative. 
 

Proof: By linearization of (3.3), we get  

 0.=)()()()( badabdabdbad   

This can be written as  

 0=)()()()()()( badabdadbabdabdbad   

As ),(SZbb   so we have,  

 0.=)()()()()()( badabdbadbadabdbad   

Thus we have  

 0.=)(2)()()( badabdabdabd   (3.4) 

 From the given hypothesis, we have, 0=)()( aadaad   or 0.=)(2)()( aadaadaad   

Thus, we have, .)(2=)( 2 aadad  Replacing b  by Sxax ,  in (3.4), we have,  



 0=)(2)()()( 2 xaadaaxdaaxdxad   

which yields  

 0.=)(2)()()()()( 22 xaadaaxdaxadaxadxdaxad   

In the view of the relation aadad )(2=)( 2 , we get 

0 = 2d(a)ax + a2d(x) + d(a)xa′ + ad(x)a′ + axd(a) + 2d(a)ax′ = a2d(x) + d(a)xa′ + ad(x)a′ + axd(a) + 
2d(a)a(x + x′) = a2d(x) + d(a)xa′ + ad(x)a′ + axd(a) + 2a(x + x′)d(a). 

 

Because )( xxa   is an additive idempotent so we have  

 0.=)()()()(2 aaxdaxadaxadxda   (3.5) 

 Replacing b  by xa  in (3.4), we arrive at  

 0.=)()()()( 2 adxaaxadxaadaxd   

This gives that  

 .)()(=)()( 2 axadaxdaaxdaxad   (3.6) 

 Using (3.6) in (3.5), we get  

 0=)()(2)( 22 axdaxadxda   

so, we get  

 0.=)](,[)](,[ axdaxdaa   (3.7) 

 Replacing a  by )(xda   in the above equation, we obtain,  

 0.=))()]((),([)](),())[((  xdaxdxdaxdxdaxda  

By using Theorem 1.3.2 and (3.7), we arrive at  

 0.=))]((),([)()](,[)](,)[( aaxdxdxdxdaxdaxd   

However, 
).()()(=)()()())(()(=))()()()((=))]((),([ aaxdxdaaxdxdaaxdxdaaxdxdxdaaxdxd 

 Thus we have  

 0=)()()()()](,[)](,)[( aaxdxdxdxdaxdaxd   

 

 0.=)()()()()()()()](,)[( aaxdxdxadxdxdxadxdaxd   

As ),()( SZaa   so we have,  

 0=)()()()()()()()](,)[(  xdxdaaxadxdxdxadxdaxd  

 

 0=)()()()()()](,)[(  xdxdaaaxadxdxdaxd  

 

 0=)()()()()](,)[( xadxdxdxadxdaxd   

 

 0.=)())()(()](,)[( xdaxdxadxdaxd   

Therefore,  

 0.=)]](,[),([ xdaxd  

In the view of Observation 2.2.7, we have,  

 0=]),([ Sxd  

and hence S  is commutative, by Theorem 1.3.7. 
 



 

3.2  Posner’s second theorem of Derivation 
 

Posner proved that a prime ring R admitting a non-zero centralizing derivation must be 
commutative. He considered rings, with and without characteristic 2 and 3. In this section, we 
generalize his result for MA-Semiring. However, if characteristic of MA-Semiring S  is n  then 

0=nx  for all ,Sx  this by Lemma 1.1.5 gives that .1)(= Sxxnx   Thus 

.0,= Sxxx   In this way, MA-Semiring S  becomes a ring. Therefore, characteristic 2 and 

3 cannot be considered for MA-Semirings and we establish the result, only, for 2-torsion free 
prime MA-Semirings. 

 

Theorem 3.2.1. Let S  be a 2-torsion free MA-semiring and d  be a non-zero derivation of S  
such that  

 .0,=])],(,[[ SaSada   (3.8) 

 Then S  is commutative. 
 

Proof: Linearization of (3.8) gives  

 0.=])],(,[)](,[[ Sadbbda   (3.9) 

 Replacing b  by ax  in (3.9), we have  

 0=])],(,[)](,[[ Sadaxaxda   

 

 0.=])],(,[])()(,[[ Sadaxxadxada   

By Theorem 1.3.2, we have,  

 0.=],)](,[)](,[])(,[)](,[[ Sxadaadxaxadaxada   

Thus, we obtain  

 0.=],)](,[)](,[],)[()](,[)](,[[ Sxadaadxaxaadxadaxdaa   

So, we have,  

 0=]),()()()())()([( 2 Saaxdaxadaxadxdaxaadaad   

 

 0.=],)()([]),()())()([( 2 SaxadxdaSaaxdaxadxaadaad   (3.10) 

 Replacing b  by xa  in (3.9), we have  

 0=])],(,[)](,[[ Sadxaxada   

 

 0=],)](,[)](,[)]()(,[[ Saadxadaxaxdaxda   

 

 0.=],)](,[)](,[)](,[])(,[[ Saadxadaxaxdaaxda   

Again by Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

 0.=],)](,[)](,[)](,[)(],[)](,[[ Saadxadaxadaxadxaaxda   

Thus, we have  

 0.=]),()()()())()(([ 2 Saaxdaxadaxadaxdaadaadx   

By Lemma 1.3.4 and (3.8), we have, ).()](,[ SZada   Thus from the above relation, we obtain  

 0=]),()()()())()([( 2 Saaxdaxadaxadaxdxaadaad   



 

 0.=],)()([]),()())()([( 2 SaxadaxdSaaxdaxadxaadaad   

This gives that  

 ].,)()([=]),()())()([( 2 SaxadaxdSaaxdaxadxaadaad   (3.11) 

 From (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain  

 0.=],)(2)()([ 22 Saxdaaxdxda   

In particular, for Sa , we have  

 0=],)(2)()([ 22 aaxdaaxdxda   

 

 0=)(2)()()(2)()( 223232 axdaaxdaxdaaxdaaxdaxda   

 

 0.=)(3)()()(3 2332 axdaxdaaxdaxda   (3.12) 

 Replacing x  by a  in (3.12), we have  

 0=)(3)()()(3 2332 aadaadaaadaada   

 

 0.=))()((3)()( 33 aaadaadaadaaad   

Thus we get  

 233 ))()(3(=)()( aaadaadadaaad   

 

 .)](,3[=]),([ 23 aadaaad   (3.13) 

 Replacing x  by )(xad  in (3.12), we get  

 0.=))((3))(())(())((3 2332 axaddaxaddaaxaddaxadda   

So, we have,  

  )()()()()()(3)()(3 3323222 xdadaaxadaxdadaxadaaxdada  

 0.=)(3)()(3)( 22223 axadaaxdadaxada   

 Thus, we obtain  

  axdadaaxdaxdaxdaaxdaa )()(3))()(3)()((3 232222322  

 0.=)()(3)()()()( 233 axdadaxdadaaxdad   

 Replacing x  by )(xd  in (3.12) and using it in the last relation, we have  

 0.=)()(3)()()()()()(3 2332 axdadaxdadaaxdadaxdada   (3.14) 

 Pre-multiplying (3.12) by )(ad , we have  

 0.=)()(3)()()()()()(3 2332 axdaadxdaadaxdadaxdaad   

Applying Lemma 1.1.5 in last equation to find value of 3)()( axdad  and then using it in (3.14), 

we get  

 

0=)()(3)()()()(3)()()()(3)()(3 232322 axdadaxdadaaxadadxdaadaxdaadaxdada   

  

 0.=)(]),(3[)(]),([)()](,3[ 232 axdaadxdaadaxdada   

In the view of (3.13), we obtain  



 0.=)(]),(3[)()](,3[)()](,3[ 222 axdaadxdaadaaxdada   (3.15) 

 Now, by using the fact that ),(]),([ SZaad   we have  

 )].(,[2=)](,[)](,[=)](,[ 2 adaaaadaadaaada   

Thus from (3.15), we have  

 0.=))()()()](2(,3[ 22 axdxdaaxadada   

As S  is prime and )()](,[ SZada   so by using the fact that center of S  is free of zero 

divisor, we have, either 0=)](,[ ada  or 0.=)()()(2 22 axdxdaaxad   If 0,)](,[ ada  for 

some a  then for that a , we have  

 .0,=)()()(2 22 Sxaxdxdaaxad   (3.16) 

 Replacing x  by ax , we obtain  

 0.=)()()(2 22 axadxadaxaaad   (3.17) 

 Replacing x  by a  in (3.16) and then post-multiplying by ,x  we get  

 0.=)()()(2 22 xaadxadaaxaad   (3.18) 

 Applying Lemma 1.1.5 in (3.17) to find value of xada )(2  and using it in (3.18), we have  

 0.=],)[(],)[(2 2axadaxaad   (3.19) 

 Replacing x  by ax  in (3.19), we have  

 0.=],)[(],)[(2 2aaxadaaxaad   

This implies that  

 0.=],[)(],[)(2 2axaadaxaaad   (3.20) 

 Pre-multiplying (3.19) by ,a  we get  

 0.=],)[(],)[(2 22 axaadaxada   (3.21) 

 Adding pseudo inverse of (3.20) in (3.21), we have  

 0.=],)][(,[],)][(,[2 2axadaaxadaa   

So,  

 0.=]),[],[](2),([ 2axaxaaad   

As )(]),([0 SZaad   and )(SZ  is zero divisor free thus we have  

 0.=],[],[2 2axaxa   

From this, we have 0=22 222 xaaxxaaxa   or 0 = 2axa′ + 2a2x + xa2 +a′2x = 2axa′ +xa2 
+(2a2x+a′2x) = 2axa′ +xa2 +a2x = a2x+ax′a+ axa′+xa2 = a*a,x++*a,x+a′ = *a,*a,x++. Thus *a,*a,x++ = 0.  
Thus 0.=]],[,[ xaa  By Observation 2.2.7, it follows that )(SZa  and hence S  is 

commutative. However, if Saaad 0,=]),([  then by Theorem 3.1.3, S  is commutative. 

This completes the proof.  

 

 
 
 
 



Chapter 4  
 

 
 

Jordan Mappings in MA-Semirings 
 

 

 

In this chapter, we introduce the notion of Jordan homomorphism and Jordan derivation of 
MA-Semirings. In the first section, we provide some elementary results. Section 2 and section 3 
are dedicated to the study of Jordan homomorphism and Jordan triple homomorphism of 
MA-Semirings, respectively. In the fourth section, we define the notion of Jordan derivation of 
MA-Semiring and prove that every Jordan derivation of MA-Semiring is a derivation. In the last 
section, we study Jordan triple derivation of MA-Semirings. All the results of this chapter are 
published in [69].  

 

 
4.1  Some fundamental results 

 

We begin this chapter with some important lemmas which will be much needed in the 
progression of the sequel. 

 

Lemma 4.1.1. Let S  be a 2-torsion free semiprime inverse semiring and Sts ,  such that 

0.=txssxt  Then .0,== Sxtxssxt   

 

Proof: Using Lemma 1.1.5 in 0,=txssxt  we have  

 .,= Sxstxsxt   

Thus  

 or,=)(=)()( sxtytxsssxxtyttxsytxs   

 

 0.=)(=)()2( ytxstxssxttxsytxs   

As S  is 2-torsion free so we get 0.=txs  Similarly, we can show .0,= Sxsxt    

 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let S  be a prime inverse semiring and Sts ,  such that .0,= Sxtxssxt   

Then either 0=s  or 0=t . 
 

Proof: As we obtained in Lemma 4.1.1, if 0=txssxt  then 0.=txs  But S  is prime thus we 
have either 0=s  or 0.=t   

 

 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring such that for .0,=,, SxsxtSts   Then 



0== tsst . 
 

Proof: : Let .Sx  Consider 0.=)(=)()( ttxssstxst  By semiprimeness of S  we obtain 

0.=st  Also 0=)(=)()( tsxtttsxts  implies 0=ts . 

 

Following lemma can be found in [84], for semiprime rings. 
 

Next lemma is an extension of Lemma 1.2 of [84] in MA-Semirings. Before this, we give the 
following definition. 

 

Definition 4.1.4. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. A mapping SSSf :  is bi-additive if  

 ),(),(=),(and),(),(=),( 21212121 yxfyxfyyxfyxfyxfyxxf   

holds for all Syyxxyx 2121 ,,,,, . 

 

For example, consider MA-Semiring 1S  (c.f. Example 1.2.3(1)). Define mappings 

111:, SSSgf   by ),(=)),(),,(( 2121 IJxxJxIxf  and )],,([=)),(),,(( 2121 IJxxJxIxg . Then 

f and g are bi-additive. Also, If ),,( D  is a distributive lattice then DDDh :  defined by 

Dbaabah  ,,=),(  is a bi-additive mapping. 

 

Lemma 4.1.5. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and SSSgf :,  are bi-additive 

mappings such that .,,0,=),(),( 212121 Swsssswgssf   Then 

Swttssttwgssf  ,,,,0,=),(),( 21212121 . 

 

Proof: Replace 1s  by 11 ts   in 0=),(),( 2121 sswgssf , we get  

 0.=),(),(),(),( 21212121 stwgssfsswgstf   

Thus we have  

 ).,(),(=),(),( 21212121 ssgwstfstwgssf   

This implies that  

0.=)),(),(()),(),((=)),(),(()),(),(( 2121212121212121 stwgssfzssgwstfstwgssfzstwgssf   

Semiprimeness of S  implies that 0=),(),( 2121 stwgssf . Now replacing 2s  by 22 ts   in the 

last equation and using similar approach, we get the required result. 
 

In the similar way, we can prove the following. 
 

Lemma 4.1.6. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and SSSSgf :,  are additive 

mappings in each argument such that  

 .,,,0,=),,(),,( 321321321 Swsssssswgsssf   

Then Stttwssstttwgsssf  321321321321 ,,,,,,0,=),,(),,( . 

 

 



4.2  Jordan Homomorphism of MA-Semirings 
 

 

 
In this section, we probe and prove a remarkable result of Herstein[38] in the setting of 
MA-Semirings. The result concerns the notion of Jordan homomorphism of prime MA-Semiring. 
Therefore, we first define Jordan homomorphism of MA-Semrings and obtain related results 
which will be needed in establishing the main result of Herstein in the setting of MA-Semiring.  

 

In the following, we introduce the notion of Jordan homomorphism for MA-Semirings. 
 

Definition 4.2.1. Let S  and T  be MA-Semirings. An additive mapping TS :  is called 

Jordan homomorphism if  

 0=)()()()()(  abbabaab   (4.1) 

 holds for all ., Sba   

 

For example, consider the MA-Semiring },:),{(=1 AIRxIxS   (c.f. Example 1.2.3(1)). 

Define a map 11: SS   by {0}).,(=),( xIx  Then   is a Jordan homomorphism.  

 

Lemma 4.2.2. Let   be a Jordan homomorphism of MA-Semiring S  into 2-torsion free 

MA-Semiring .T  Then for all Scba ,,  the following statements are valid: 

 

(i) 0=)()( 22  aa    

(ii) 0=)()()()(  abaaba    

(iii) 0.=)()()()()()()(  cbaabcabccba   

 

Proof: For (i); replacing b  by a  in (4.1), we have  

 0.=)()()()()(2 2  aaaaa   

Thus (i) follows by using the fact that T  is 2-torsion free and   is an additive mapping. For 

(ii); put baabb =  in (4.1), we have  

 0.=)()()()())()((  abaabbaabaabaabbaaba   

But from (4.1), we have ).()()()(=)( abbabaab    Thus the last relation becomes  

 

0.=)()()()()()()()()()()()()(2)( 22  aababaababaaabababa   

By (i), 22 )(=)( aa  . This together with the above relation yields (ii). The statement(iii) 

immediately follows from linearization of (ii). 
 

Notations: For convenience, we fix some notations as follows.  

 .)()()(=and)()()(=  abababaaba b

b   

From (4.1), we have  

 0.=ab ba   



 

Lemma 4.2.3. If   is Jordan homomorphism of MA-semiring S  into 2-torsion free 

MA-semiring T  then  

 b

bb

b aaaa =0=  

and hence .=0= b

bb

b aaaa    

 

Proof: Consider, 

).()()()()()()()()()()()(=})()()(}{)()()({= abbaabbaababababababbaabaa b

b  

 By Lemma 4.2.2(i), we get  

 ).()()()()()()()()()(= 2 abaabbaababababaa b

b    

Using Lemma 4.2.2 (ii), we have  

 ).()()()()()()()(= abbaabbaababababaa b

b    

This can be written as  

 .)()()()()()()(=  abbaabababbaababaa b

b   

By Lemma 4.2.2(iii), we conclude the desired result. Similarly, we can establish 0.=b

baa   

 

Lemma 4.2.4. Let   be a Jordan homomorphism of MA-Semiring S  into 2-torsion free 

MA-Semiring .T  Then for any Srba ,,   

 .)],([=)(and)],([=)( bbb

bbb arbaararbaaara   

Proof: Consider, .)()()()()(=)(  barabrar b   By (iii) of Lemma 4.2.2., we have 

.)()()()(=)()()(  barrabrabbar   Thus we obtain  

 .)()()()()()(=)(  barrabrababrar b   (4.2) 

 But  
φ(rab+bar)′ = φ(rab+(r +r′)ab+bar)′ = φ(rab+ab(r +r′)+bar)′ = φ(rab + abr)′ + φ(abr + bar′) = 
φ(r)φ(ab)′ + φ(ab)φ(r)′ + φ(abr + bar′). Thus from (4.2), we have,  
φ(r)ab = φ(r)(φ(ab) + φ(ab)′) + φ(b)φ(a)φ(r) + φ(ab)φ(r)′ +φ(*a,b+r) = 
(φ(ab)+φ(ab)′)φ(r)+φ(b)φ(a)φ(r)+φ(ab)φ(r)′ + φ(*a,b+r) = a′ bφ(r) + φ(*a,b+r). That is,  

 ).],([)(=)( rbaraar b

b    (4.3) 

 Pre-multiplying (4.3) by ba , we get  

 ).],([)(=)( rbaaraaara b

b

bbb    

By Lemma 4.2.3, we obtain, ).],([=)( rbaaara bbb   Now post-multiplying (4.3) by ba  and 

using again Lemma 4.2.3, we have, 0.=)],([)( bbb arbaara    By Lemma 1.1.5. it follows 

that bbb arbaara )],([=)(  . Hence proved. 

 

Lemma 4.2.5. Let   be a Jordan homomorphism of MA-Semiring S  into 2-torsion free 

MA-Semiring .T  Then for Srba ,,  

 

 .)()(=]),[(and)()(=)],([ b

b

b

b arrabarraarrba    

 



Proof: Consider, 

.)()()()()()()()()()(=)()()()()()()()()()(=)()(  abrrbaabrrababrabrrbarabarra b

b 

By Definition 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2, we obtain, 

]).,[(=)(=))((=))((=)(=)()( bararbrabrabarbabrrrabarbrrabrababrarbrabarra b

b  

Similarly, we can obtain ).()(=)],([ raarrba b

b    This completes the proof. 

 

Lemma 4.2.6. Let   be a Jordan homomorphism of MA-Semiring S  into 2-torsion free 

MA-Semiring T  then for Srba ,,  

 

 0.=)()( b

bb

b araara    

 

Proof: By Lemma 4.2.5, we have  

 .)()(=]),[( b

b arrabar    

Replacing r  by rba ],[  in the above equation, we get  

 .)],([)],([=]),[],([ b

b arbarbaabarba    

By (ii) of Lemma 4.2.2, we obtain  

 .)()(=]),([)(]),([ bb

bb araarabarba    (4.4) 

 Now consider, , φ(*a,b+) = φ(ab+b′a) = φ(ab+ab+ab′+b′a) = 2φ(ab)+φ(ab+ ba)′ = 
2φ(ab)+φ(a)φ(b)′+φ(b)φ(a)′ = φ(ab)+φ(a)φ(b)′+φ(ab)+φ(b)φ(a)′ = ab + ab. Thus from (4.4), we 
arrive at  

 .)()(=))(()( bb

bbb

b

b

b araaraaaraa    

This implies that  

 .)()(=)()()()( bb

bbb

b

bb

b

b

bb araaraaraaraaraara    

Adding ba

ba arbarb )()(    on both sides of the last equation, we obtain  

 

.)()()()(=)()()()()()( bab

babb

b

bab

b

b

bab arbaarbaaraarbaaraarba    

By using the fact that ,=0= ab

ab baba   we obtain  

 0,=)()( b

bb

b araara    

as required.  

 

 

Now, we are in position to conclude the following result. 
 
Theorem 4.2.7. Every Jordan homomorphism   of MA-Semiring S  onto 2-torsion free 

prime MA-Semiring T  is either a homomorphism or an anti homomorphism. 
 

Proof: Combining Lemma 4.1.2, Lemma 4.2.6 and the fact that   is onto, we have, either 

0=ba  or 0.=ba  This implies that either 0=)()()(  baab   or 0.=)()()(  abab   

Therefore   is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism. 



 

 
4.3  Jordan triple Homomorphism of MA-Semirings 

 

 

In this section, we introduce the notion of Jordan triple Homomorphism in MA-Semirings. We 
show that if   is a Jordan triple homomorphism of MA-Semiring onto 2-torsion free prime 

MA-Semiring then  =  or  = , where   is either a homomorphism or 

anti-homomorphism. This result generalizes Bre s


ar’s work *15+ for MA-Semirings. We begin 
the section by introducing the concept of Jordan triple homomorphism of MA-Semirings.  

 

Definition 4.3.1. Let S  and T  be MA-Semirings. An additive mapping TS :  is called 

Jordan triple homomorphism if  

 0=)()()()(  abaaba   (4.5) 

 holds for all Sba , . 

 

Notations. For the sake of convenience, we fix some notations  

 )()()()(=),,(1
 cbaabccbaG   

 

 .)()()()(=),,(and 2
 abcabccbaG   

By linearization of (4.5) , we have  

 0.=)()()()()()()(  abccbacbaabc   (4.6) 

 We can write the above relation in following way  

 0.=),,(),,( 11 abcGcbaG   (4.7) 

 In order to prove the main result, we obtain the following lemma concerning Jordan triple 
homomorphism of MA-Semiring. It is an extension of Lemma 3.1[15], in the setting of 
MA-Semiring.  

 

Lemma 4.3.2. Let   be a Jordan homomorphism of MA-Semiring S  onto 2-torsion free 

prime MA-Semiring .T  Then for all Sxcba ,,,   

 0.=),,()(),,(),,()(),,( 1221 cbaGxcbaGcbaGxcbaG    

Proof: Replacing a  by abc, b  by x  and c  by cba  in (4.6), we get  

 0.=)()()()()()()(  abcxcbacbaxabccbaxabcabcxcba   (4.8) 

 From (4.6) and Lemma 1.1.5, we have .)()()()()()()(=)(  abcabccbacba   This 

together with (4.8) gives  

  )()()()()()()()()( abcxabcabcxabccbaxabcabcxcba   

  )()()()()()()()()()()()()( abcxabcabcxabccbaxabc   

 0.=)()()()()( abcxcba   (4.9) 

 Also, by definition of Jordan triple homomorphism, we have  

 
0.=)()()()()()()()()()()()()()()(  cbaxabcabcxcbacbaxabcabcxcba   



This implies that  

 
).()()()()()()()()()()()()()(=)( cbaxabcabcxcbacbaxabcabcxcba    

Using the above relation in (4.9), we obtain  

 
 )()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()( abcxabccbaxabcabcxcba   

  )()()()()()()()()()()()()( abcxabccbaxabcabcxabc   

 0.=)()()()()()()()()()(  abcxcbaabcxabc   

 By arranging the terms, we get  

 
 )()()()(})()()()({)()()()(})()()()({ cbaxabcabcabcxabccba   

 0.=)()(})()()()({)()(})()()()({ abcxcbaabcabcxabcabc    

 This can be written as  

  )()()()(),,()()()()(),,( 21 cbaxcbaGabcxcbaG   

 0.=)()(),,()()(),,( 12 abcxcbaGabcxcbaG    

 which implies that  

 

0.=)}()()()(){(),,()}()()()(){(),,( 21 abccbaxcbaGabcabcxcbaG    

 Therefore, we have  

 0,=),,()(),,(),,()(),,( 1221 cbaGxcbaGcbaGxcbaG    

as required.  

 

Now, we conclude the following result. 
 

Theorem 4.3.3. Let   be a Jordan triple homomorphism of MA-Semiring onto 2-torsion free 

prime MA-Semiring. Then  =  or  =  where   is either a homomorphism or an 

anti-homomorphism. 
 

Proof: By above lemma, we have 

 .0,=),,()(),,(),,()(),,( 1221 SxcbaGxcbaGcbaGxcbaG    

Using Lemma 4.1.2, we have either 0=),,(1 cbaG  or 0.=),,(2 cbaG  If 0=),,(1 cbaG  then 

we get  

 ).()()(=)( cbaabc   (4.10) 

 Replacing b  by bxa  and c  by b , we get ).()()(=)( cbxaaabxac   This implies that  

 ).()()()()(=)( baxbaabxab   

Also, by definition of triple homomorphism, we have  

 0.=)()()()(  abxababxab   

From the last two relations, we obtain  

 0.=)()()()()()()()(  abxabbaxba   

Put )()()(=  baabba   and )()()(= baabba    then we have,  

  )()}()()()()()({=)()( abxbaxbabxbbxb a

aa

a   



 }.)()()()()()(){(  baxbaxab   

 By (4.10), we have ).(=)()()( xabbax   Thus we obtain  

 

).)()()()()(()())()()()((=)()(  baxxabababxbaabxbxbbxb a

aa

a   

Again using (4.10), we arrive at  

 0.=)()( a

aa

a bxbbxb    

Hence by Lemma 4.1.2, either 0=ab  or 0.=ab  This implies that either 

0=)()()(  baab   or 0.=)()()( baab    By Lemma 1.1.5, it follows that either 

)()(=)( baab   or .)()(=)( baab   In a similar way, we can show that if 0=),,(2 cbaG  

then )()(=)( abab   or .)()(=)( abab   Therefore,  = , or  = , where   is 

homomorphism or anti-homomorphism. This completes the proof. 
 

 

 
4.4  Jordan Derivation of MA-Semirings 
 

 

In this section, we introduce the notion of Jordan derivation of MA-Semiring. We will make an 
attempt to extend a classical result of Bre s


ar [13] in MA-Semirings. The result states that a 

Jordan derivation of semiprime MA-Semirings is a derivation.  

 

First, we introduce Jordan derivation of MA-Semiring, in the following manner. 
 

Definition 4.4.1. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. An additive mapping SSd :  is called Jordan 
derivation if  

 0=)()()( 2 sdsssdsd   (4.11) 

 holds Ss . 
 

Let R  be a commutative ring and S  be an MA-Semiring. Then },:),{(= StRxtxSR   

is an MA-Semiring (c.f. Example 1.2.3). If we fix SRxa ,0)(= 0  then 

SRssasd ],,[=)(  is a Jordan derivation. Indeed, 

(0,0).=)],(,0),)[(,(),)](,(,0),[(]),(,0),[(=)()()( 00

2

0

2 txxtxtxtxxtxxsdsssdsd   

 

In ring theory, every derivation is a Jordan derivation (c.f. [39]). However, this is not true in 
MA-Semirings, in general. For instance, in distributive lattice ,D  if we define DDd :  by 

Dsssd ,=)(  then d  is a derivation but not a Jordan derivation. 

 

The following lemma generalizes Proposition 2 of [13], for MA-Semirings. 
 

Lemma 4.4.2. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and d  be a Jordan derivation on .S  Then for all 
,,, Szyx   the following statements hold: 



 

)()()(=)()( xxydxyxdyxxdxyxdi   

).()()()()()(=)()( xzydxyzdyxzdzxydzyxdyzxdzyxxyzdii   

 

Proof: By Definition 4.4.1, we have, 0.=)()()( 2 xdxxxdxd   On linearization, we get  

 0.=)()()()()( xdyydxyxdxydyxxyd   (4.12) 

 Replacing y  by yxxy  in above equation, we get  

  ))(()())()(( xyyxxdxyxxydxyxxyyxxyxd  

 0=)()()( xdxyyxyxxydx   (4.13) 

 By (4.12), we have ).()()()(=)( xydyxdyxdxydyxxyd   Using this in (4.13), we 

obtain  

  222 )()(2)(2)(2)(2)( xydxydxxydxxyxdxyxdyxyxd  

 0.=)()()()()( 2 xdxyydxyxdxyxxdxxyd   (4.14) 

 Replacing x  by 2x  in (4.12) , we get  

 0.=)()()()()( 222222 xdyydxyxdxydyxyxd   

But ),()(=)( 2 xxdxxdxd   so we obtain  

 0.=)()()()()()()( 2222 xxdyxxdyydxyxxdyxxdxydyxyxd   (4.15) 

 Combining (4.14) and (4.15), we have  

 0.=)()()()( xydxxyxdxyxdxyxd   (4.16) 

 Thus we obtain ).()()(=)( xxydxyxdyxxdxyxd   To prove (ii), linearize (4.16), we have  

 0.=)()()()()()()( xdyzaxyzdxyzdzdyxzyxdzyxdzyxxyzd   (4.17) 

 By Lemma 1.1.5, it follows that  

 ).()()()()()(=)( xzaydxyzdyxzdzxydzyxdyzxdzyxxyzd   

This completes the proof. 
 

Notations: We fix the following notation  

 ).()()(= ydxyxdxydx y   

Then from (4.12) , we have  

 .= xy yx
  (4.18) 

 Also, it is easy to compute the following  

 zyzy xxx  =  (4.19) 
 for all Syx , . 

 

Lemma 4.4.3. Let S  be a 2-torsion free MA-Semiring and SSd :  be a Jordan derivation. 
Then  

 0=],[],[ yy sxyxyxsx   (4.20) 

 Ssyx  ,, . 

 

Proof: Replacing y  by ysy  in (4.16), we get  

 0=)()()()( xydsxyxysyxdxyysxdxysyxd   



and replacing x  by y  and y  by xsx  in (4.16) gives  

 0.=)()()()( yxdsyxyxsxydyxxsydyxsxyd   

Adding last two equations, we have  

  yxxsydxydsxyxysyxdxyysxdyxsxyxysyxd )()()()()(  

 0.=)()( yxdsyxyxsxyd   

 Using (i) of Lemma 4.4.1, in the last relation, we have  

  xyxysdxysxydxysyxdxyysxdyxsxyxysyxd )()()()()(  

 0.=)()()()()()( yxdsyxyxyxsdyxbsyxdyxsxydyxxsydxydsxy   (4.21) 

 Replacing x  by yxy,  by s  and z  by yx  in (4.17), we obtain  

  )()()()( yxsdyxxysxydxysxydyxsxyxysyxd  

 0.=)()()( xysdxyyxsyxdyxsyxd   

 Thus, we have  

).()()()(=)()()( xyyxsdsxyyxdyxxysdsyxxydyxsyxdxysxydyxsxyxysyxd  (4.22) 

 Combining (4.21) and (4.22), we have  

  xyxysdxysyxdxyysxdxyyxsdsxyyxdyxxysdsyxxyd )()()()()()()(  

 0.=)()()()()( yxdsyxyxsyxdyxsxydyxxsydxydsxy   

 By arranging the terms, we obtain  

 
 yxdxydyxsxdyxydyxdxyssyxydxyxdxyd )()({)}()()({)}()()({  

 0.=)}()()({)}( sxyxdyxydyxdydx   

 This implies that  

 0.=sxyyyxsxxysysyxx xyxy   

By (4.18), it follows that  

 0=sxyxyxsxxysxsyxx yyyy 
  

and hence 0,=],[],[ yy sxyxyxsx   as desired. 

 

Now, we are in position to establish the main result. 
 

Theorem 4.4.4. Let S  be a 2-torsion free semiprime MA-Semiring and d  be a Jordan 
derivation on .S  Then d  is a derivation on S . 

 

Proof: To prove the result, we show that .,0= Syxx y   By Lemma 4.4.3 and Lemma 4.1.1, 

we get  

 .],[=0=],[ yy sxyxyxsx  

Replacing y  by zy  in 0=],[ yxsx y , we have  

 0.=],[],[ yxsxzxsx zy   

By Lemma 1.1.5, it follows that ].,[=],[ yxsxzxsx zy   Thus 

0=],[],[=]),[(]),[( zxstxyxsxzxsxtzxsx yzyy  . S  is semiprime, therefore,  

 .,,,0,=],[ Sszyxzxsx y   (4.23) 

 In a similar way, we can show that 0.=],[ ysxzx   



 

Put wxx =  in 0=],[ ysxzx , we have 0.=],[],[ zy swzxsxzw   Thus .],[=],[ yz xszwswzx   

Let St  then ].,[],[=],[)],([=]),[(]),[( zwswtzxsxzwstxzwsxzwsxtzwsx zyyyyy   By (4.23), it 

follows that 0.=]),[(]),[( zwsxtzwsx yy  Semiprimeness of S  implies that  

 .,,,,0,=],[ Swszyxzwsx y   

Pre-multiplying the above relation by ],[ zw  and post-multiplying it by yx  and then using 

semiprimness of S , we arrive at  

 .,,,0,=],[ Syxzwxzw y   (4.24) 

 Therefore, 0.=],[],[=],[],[ txsxttxtsxtxstx yyyyyy   As S  is semiprime so 0.=],[ tx y  By 

Lemma 1.3.4, )(SZx y  .  

 

In view of (4.18), we obtain  

 ]).),([)](,[))(()((=)(=)2( 2 xydxdyyxdxydxyxxx yxyyy 


 

Since d  is additive mapping so we have .),(=))((=)( Sxxdxdxd   Thus above relation 

can be written as  

 ]).),([)](,[],[(=)2( 2 xydxdyyxdxx yy   

Using (4.24) and the fact that )(SZx y  , we get  

 ].,[=)2( 2 yxdxx yy  (4.25) 

 From (4.23), we have 0=],2[ yxyx . As ),(SZx y   so we get  

 0.=],[],[ yy xyxyxx   

This implies that  

 0.=(0)=)],[],[( dxyxyxxd yy   

In view of (4.12), we obtain  

 0.=)(],[],[],[],)[( yyyy xdyxxyxdyxdxyxxd   

By (4.25), we get  

 0.=)4()(],[],)[( 2yyy xxdyxyxxd   

Post-multiplying the last equation by yx  and using (4.24) and the fact that )(SZx y  , we 

arrive at 0.=)4( 3yx  This gives that 0.=)( 3yx  Since ),(SZx y   so for St , we have  

 0.=)()(=)(())(( 322 txxxtx yyyy  

Thus 0=)( 2yx , by semiprimeness of .S  This yields that .,0,= Syxx y   It shows that d  

is a derivation and this completes the proof. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 
4.5  Jordan Triple Derivation of MA-Semirings 
 

 

In this section, we introduce the notion of Jordan triple derivation in the setting of 
MA-Semirings and examine Bre s


er’s result*15+ in our setting. We prove that every Jordan 

triple derivation of MA-Semiring is a derivation. 
 

Definition 4.5.1. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. An additive mapping SSd :  is called Jordan 
triple derivation of S  if 

 

 0=)()()()(  aabdabadabadabad  (4.26) 

 holds for all Sba , . 

 

On linearization of (4.26), we get  

 0.=)()()()()()()(  acbdabcdabcdcabdcbadcbadcbaabcd  (4.27) 

  

We fix following notations. 

 .=),,(and)()()()(=),,( 21 acbabccbaFcabdcbadcbadabcdcbaF   

Thus (4.26) can be written as  

 0.=),,(),,( 11 abcFcbaF   (4.28) 

 Now, we extend Lemma 4.1 of [15], in the setting of MA-Semirings.  

 

Lemma 4.5.2. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. Then  

 0=),,(),,(),,(),,( 1221 cbaxFcbaFcbaxFcbaF   

for all .,,, Sxcba   

 

Proof: By replacing a  by abc, b  by x  and c  by cba  in (4.27), we have  

  )()()()( cbaabcxdacbxabcdaxcbabcdcbaxabcabcxcbad  

 0=)()()(  abccbaxdcabxcbadcxabcbad  (4.29) 

 Applying Lemma 1.1.5 on (4.27), we get  

 ).()()()()()()(=)( acbdabcdbacdcabdcbadbcadabcdcbad   

Using the above relation in (4.29), we obtain  

 
 cbadxabcbcadxabcabcabcxdacbxabcdaxcbabcdcbaxabcabcxcbad )()()()()()(  

 
 ccxabbadcbcxabadxabcabcdacbdxabcabcdxabcbacdxabccabdxabc )()()()()()()(  

0.=)()()()()()(  abccbaxdcabxcbadcxabacbdcaxabbcdcbaxabcdcxabcabd (4.30) 

 By using Definition 4.5.1 repeatedly, we have  

 
 acbxabcdaxcbcabdacxcbbadabcxcbadcbaxabcabcxcbad )()()()()(  

  cxabacbdcaxabbcdaabcxcbdababcxcdabcabcxd )()()()()(  



 0=)()()()()(  ccbaxabdcbaxabcdcbcbaxadcbacbaxdcabxcbad  

 Applying Lemma 1.1.5 in above relation, we obtain  

  
 caxabbcdcbaxabcdabcabcxdacbxabcdcbaxabcabcxcbad )()()()()(  

 ababcxcdxcbacabdcxcbabadbcxcbaadcabxcbadcxabacbd )()()()(=)()(  

 .)()()()( cbcbaxadccbaxabdbcacbaxdaabcxcbd   (4.31) 

  

Combining (4.30) and (4.31), we obtain  

 
 cbcxabadxabcabcdcabdxabccbadxabcbcadxabcabcabcxdaxcbabcd )()()()()()()(

 cxcbabadbcxcbaadabccbaxdcabxcbadcbaxabcdcxabcabdccxabbad )()()()()()()(  

0.=)()()()()()( ccbaxabdbaxabccdcbcbaxadbcacbaxdabcxcbadxcbacabd   

 By arranging the terms, we obtain  

 
 )()()()()()()()( acbabcxabcdcbacabxcabdcbacabcxbadcbacabbcxad  

 )}()()()({})()()()({ cabdcbadbcadabcdcbaxcabdcbadcbadabcdabcx  

 0.=)()()()( cabxcbadabcxcbadccbaxabcd   

 By using Lemma 1.3.3, it follows that  

 
 cbadcbadabcdabcxacbabcxabcdcabdcbadcbad )()()({)()}()()()({  

  )}()()()({)})()()(( cabdcbadbcadabcdcbaxcdcdcdab  

 0.=)()( cabxcbadabcxcbad   

 The above equation can be written as  

 0.=)()(),,(),,(),,(),,( 1221 cabxcbadabcxcbadcbaxFcbaFcbaxFcbaF   

We are done, if we show that 0.=)()( cabxcbadabcxcbad   In the view of Lemma 1.1.5 and 

(4.29), we have,  
cbad(x)abc + cbad(x)abc′ = ,d(abcxcba + 
cbaxabc)+d(abc)xcba′+abcd(x)cba′+abcxd(cba)′+d(cba)xabc′+cbaxd(abc)′-+ cbad(x)abc′ = 0. This 
completes the proof.  

 

Lemma 4.5.3. Let S  be a semiprime 2-torsion free MA-Semiring and d  be a triple derivation 

on S . If 0=),,(1 cbaF  for all Scba ,,  then d  is a derivation. 

 

Proof: As 0=),,(1 cbaF  then we have  

 ).()()(=)( cabdcbadbcadabcd   

Replacing b  by bxa  and c  by b  in above relation, we get  

 ).()()()()(=)( babxadbaabxdabxabdxabbadbxabadabxabd   

By Definition 4.5.1, we have  

 0.=)()()()(  ababxdbaxabdbxaabdabxabd  

From the last two equations, we get  

0.=)()())()()(())()()(( baxabdabxabdbadbadabdxabbxabadbadabd  (4.32) 

  



Now consider baxabdabxabd  )()( . In view of (4.26), we have  

 0.=)(})()()({=)()( baxabdababxdbxaabdabxabdbaxabdabxabd   

Thus (4.32) reduces to  

 0.=))()()(())()()((  badbadabdabxxabbadbadabd  (4.33) 

 By Lemma 4.1.1, we get 0=))()()(( xabbadbadabd   for all .Sx  Now, define 

mappings SSSgf :,  by )()()(=),(  badbadabdbaf  and abbag =),(  then both 

f  and g  are bi-additive, therefore, by Lemma 4.1.5, we have 

.,,,0,=))()()(( Sdcbaxcdbadbadabd   Semiprimness of S  implies that 

0.=)()()(  badbadabd  This by Lemma 1.1.5 shows that d  is a derivation. 

 

Theorem 4.5.4. Every triple derivation on a prime 2-torsion free MA-Semiring is a derivation.  

 

Proof: Combining Lemma 4.1.2 and Lemma 4.5.2, we have either 0=),,(1 cbaF  or 

0=),,(2 cbaF . If 0=),,( cbaF  then Lemma 4.5.3 completes the proof. If 0=),,(2 cbaF  then 

.,,,= Scbacbaabc   This implies that .)(=)(,)(=)(),(=)( bacdcabdabcdcbadacbdbcad  

Hence from (4.27), we have  

 0.=)(2)(2)(2)(2  cabdcbadcbadabcd  

Since S  is 2-torsion free hence 0.=)()()()(  cabdcbadcbadabcd  That is, 

0.=),,(1 cbaF  Therefore, by Lemma 4.5.3, it follows that d  is a derivation. Hence proved the 

theorem.  

 

Theorem 4.5.5. Every Jordan triple derivation d  on 2-torsion free semiprime MA-Semiring S  
is a derivation. 

 

Proof: By using Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.5.2, we have SxcbaxFcbaF 0,=),,(),,( 21  and 

.0,=),,(),,( 12 SxcbaxFcbaF   In the view of Lemma 4.1.6, we obtain  

 SutsxcbautsxFcbaF ,,,,,,0,=),,(),,( 21  (4.34) 

 and  

 .,,,,,,0,=),,(),,( 12 SutsxcbautsxFcbaF   (4.35) 

 By (4.28), we have  

 .),,(=),,( 11
abcFcbaF  (4.36) 

 Consider,  
2F1(a,b,c)xF1(a,b,c) = F1(a,b,c)xF1(a,b,c)+F1(a,b,c)xF1(a,b,c) = (F1(a,b,c) + F1(c,b,a)′)xF1(a,b,c) = 
{d(abc) + d(a)bc′ + ad(b)c′ + cbd(c)′ + d(cba)+d(c)ba′+cd(b)a′+cbd(a)′-xF1(a,b,c) = 
,d(abc+cba′)+F2(d(a),b,c)′+ F2(a,d(b),c)′ + F2(c,b,d(c))′-xF1(a,b,c). 
By using (4.35), we obtain  

 ).,,()),,((=),,(),,(2 1211 cbaxFcbaFdcbaxFcbaF  (4.37) 

 In the same way, we arrive at  

 )).,,((),,(=),,(),,(2 2111 cbaFxdcbaFcbaxFcbaF  (4.38) 

 By Definition 4.5.1, we have 

 



0 = d(F1(a,b,c)xF2(a,b,c)+F2(a,b,c)xF1(a,b,c))+d(F1(a,b,c))xF2(a,b,c)′+ 

F1(a,b,c)d(x)F2(a,b,c)′+F1(a,b,c)xd(F2(a,b,c))′+d(F2(a,b,c))xF1(a,b,c)′+ F2(a,b,c)d(x)F1(a,b,c)′ + 

F2(a,b,c)xd(F1(a,b,c)′). 

 

By using (4.34), (4.35), (4.37) and (4.38), we obtain  

 0.=)),,((),,(),,()),,((),,(),,(4 122111 cbaFxdcbaFcbaxFcbaFdcbaxFcbaF   

Pre-multiplying the above relation by ,),,(),,( 11 ycbaxFcbaF  where ,Sy  we get  

 

 ),,()),,((),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(4 21111111 cbaxFcbaFydcbaxFcbaFcbaxFcbayFcbaxFcbaF  

 0.=)),,((),,(),,(),,( 1211 cbaFxdcbayFcbaxFcbaF  

 By (4.34), it follows that  

 0.=),,(),,(),,(),,(4 1111 cbaxFcbayFcbaxFcbaF  

As S  is 2-torsion free and semiprime, thus we have  

 0=),,(1 cbaF  

Therefore, by Lemma 4.5.3, d  is a derivation. This completes the proof. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Chapter 5 
 
 
 

Centralizers of MA-Semirings 
 

 

 

This chapter is dedicated to the study of centralizers in MA-Semirings. The notion of left and 
right centralizers of MA-Semirings are introduced. In this connection, we explore the work of 
Zalar[84] and Vukman and Kosi-Ulbi [79,80,83]. The results of this chapter are part of our 
papers [68] and [70].  

 

 

 

5.1  Centralizers of Semiprime MA-Semiring 
 

 
The notion of left(right) centralizer of a ring R  was defined by Zalar. Centralizers has been 
studied with prime and semiriprime rings. In this section, we examine and generalize the work, 
that appeared in [79, 80, 83, 84], for the class of MA-Semirings. This includes an investigation of 
some conditions under which an additive mapping on MA-Semiring becomes a centralizer. We 
begin the section with the following definition of centralizer of MA-Semirings. 

 

Definition 5.1.1. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and SST :  be an additive map. Then T  is 
called left(right) centralizer of S  if .,)),(()(=)( StstsTtsTstT   A centralizer is an additive 

map which is both a left and a right centralizer. 
 

For any fixed ,Sa  a map SST :  defined as SxaxxT ,=)(  is a left centralizer. It is 

worth noted that the set of all left centralizers of MA-Semiring S  forms a non-associative 
MA-Semiring (c.f. Example 1.2.2). We shall restrict our attention on left centralizers since 
analogous results are valid for right centralizers. 

 

Following two basic lemmas will be used in the arguments to obtain the main results. 
 

Lemma 5.1.2. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and Sc  some fixed element. If 
0=],[ tsc  for all ., Sts   Then there exists an ideal I  of S  such that )(SZIc   holds. 



 

Proof:Let Sx .By Lemma 1.3.5, we have 
0.=],[],[],[],[=)],[],([)],[],([=],[],[=],[],[ cxsxcxscxccsxxcscxxccxsxxscxccsxscxxccxxsccxxcscxscx 

 Using semiprimeness of S , we get, )(SZc . Again, using Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

 Swxtstwswtsxctsxcw  ,,,0,=)],[],([=],[  

By similar argument, we can show that )(SZxcw  and hence )(SZScS  . Now it is easy to 

see that the ideal generated by c  is central. 
 

Lemma 5.1.3. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and Scba ,,  such that 

 

 0=bxcaxb  

holds for all .Sx  Then 0=)( xbca   for all Sx . 

 

Proof: Replacing x  by xby  in 0=bxcaxb , we get 

 

 .,0,= Syxbxbycaxbyb   

Post multiplying 0=bxcaxb  by yb  gives 

 

 0.=bxcybaxbyb  

Combining the last two relations, we have  

 0.=)( cybycbbx   

Replacing x  by ycx  in the last equation, we obtain  

 0.=)( cybycbbycx   

Pre-multiplying 0=)( cybycbbx   by cy  gives  

 0.=)( cybycbcybx   

From the last two relations, we obtain  

 0.=)()( cybycbxcybycb   

Using semiprimeness of S  we get Sycybbyc ,= . Therefore, 

.)(===0 xbcacxbaxbbxcaxb   Hence proved. 

 

Following theorem generalizes Proposition 1.4 of [84], in MA-Semirings. This theorem can be 
regarded as fundamental theorem for the development of the theory of centralizers in 
MA-Semirings.  

 

Theorem 5.1.4. Let S  be a 2-torsion free semiprime MA-Semiring and SST :  be an 

additive mapping which satisfies SxxTxxTxxTxT  0),=)()(0(=)()( 22 . Then T  is 

left(right) centralizer. 
 

Proof: Take, 
 

 .0,=)()( 2 SxxxTxT   (5.1) 

 Linearization of (5.1)  gives  



 .0,=)()()( SyxyTyxTyxxyT   (5.2) 

 Replace y  by yxxy  in (5.2) , we get  

 0.=)()()()()(2)( 22 yxxTxyxTxyxTxxyTxyxTyxyxT   

Applying Lemma 1.1.5 in (5.2)  and using it in above equation, we have  

 0.=)()()()()(2)( 222 yxxTxyxTxyTxyxTxyxTyxyxT   

By (5.1) , we get  

 0.=)()()()()(2)( 2222 yxTxyxTxyTxyxTxyxTyxyxT   

Replacing x  by 2x  in (5.2) , we get  

 0.=)()()( 2222 xyTyxTyxyxT   (5.3) 

 From the last two relations, we obtain 0.=)(2)(2 xyxTxyxT   As S  is 2-torsion free, so 

we have  

 0.=)()( xyxTxyxT   (5.4) 

 Linearization (by zxx = ) of (5.4)  gives  

 0.=)()()( xyzTzyxTzyxxyzT   

Replacing x  by xy , z  by yx  and y  by z  in above equation, we get  

 0.=)()()( yzxyxTxzyxyTyxzxyxyzyxT   

Replacing y  by yzy  in (5.4) , we get 0.=)()( xyzyxTxyzyxT   Replacing x  by y  and 

y  by xzx  in (5.4) , we get 0.=)()( yxzxyTyxzxyT   By adding last two equations, we get  

 0.=)()()( yxzxyTxyzyxTyxzxyxyzyxT   

Thus, we can conclude that  

 0.=)()()()( yxzxyTxyzyxTzxyyxTzyxxyT   (5.5) 

 Let us define mapping SSSf :  by yxTxyTyxf  )()(=),(  then it is easy to observe 

that f  is bi-additive. The relation (5.5)  can be written as  

 0.=),(),( zxyxyfzyxyxf   (5.6) 

 From (5.2)  and lemma 1.1.5, we have  

 ).,(=)),(( xyfyxf   

Thus (5.6)  can be rewritten as  

 0=),(),( yzxyxfzyxyxf   

 

 .,,0,=],[),( Szyxyxzyxf   

By using Lemma 4.1.5. and Lemma 4.1.3., we have Stsyxtsyxf ,,,0,=],)[,( . Now, fix yx,  

then by Lemma 5.1.2., there exist ideal )(SZI   such that ).(),(= SZIyxff   This 

implies that .),(, SbSZfbbf   Thus we have  

 .===and=== 2222 yxfxyfxyfyxfyfxfxyxyfxfy  (5.7) 

 Replacing y  by yf 2  in (5.2) , we get  

 0.=)(2)(2)(2 2222 xyfTyfxTyxfyxfT   

In the view of (5.7) , we get  

 0.=)(2)(2)(2 2222 xyfTyfxTxyfxyfT   (5.8) 

 By (5.2) , (5.1)  and (5.7) , we have  



 0=)(2)(2)(2)(2 2222 xyfTyfxTyxfTxfyT   

 

 0=)()(2)()(2 222222 xyfyfTyfxTyxfxfTxfyT   

 

 0.=)()(2)()(2 222222 xyfyfTyfxTyxfxfTxfyT   

By (5.3), we have  

 0=)()()(2)()()(2 222222 xfyTxyfTyfxTyfxTxyfTxfyT   

 

 0=)()(2)()()()(2 222222 xyfTyfxTyfxTxyfTxfyTxfyT   

 

 0=)()()()( 22 xfyfTyfxTfxyfTxfyT   

 

 0.=)()()()( 22 xxfyfTyfxTxfyT   (5.9) 

 Replacing x  by xy  and y  by 2f  in (5.2)  and then using (5.7) , we get  

 0.=)(2)(2)(2 22 yxfTfxyTfyfxfxfyT   

By (5.2)  and (5.1) , we have 

 

 0=)(2)(2)(2)(2 22 yxfTfxyTfxfyTfyfxT   

 

 0=)(2)(2)()( 22 yxfTfxyTfxfyfyTfyfxfxT   

 

 0=)(2)(2)()( 22 yxfTfxyTfxyffyTfyxffxT   

 

 0=)(2)(2)()()()( 22 yxfTfxyTffxyTyfxfTffyxTxfyfT   

 

 0=)(2)(2)()()()( 222 yxffTfxyTxfyTfxyfTyfxTxfyfT   

 

 0=)(2)()()()(2)( 222 fxyTxfyTyfxTfxyfTyxffTfxyfT   

 

 0.=)(2)()()()( 222 fxyTxfyTyfxTxxfyfT   

In view of (5.9) , we obtain  

 0.=)(2)(2 22 fxyTyfxT   

This implies that  

 0=)()( 22 fxyTyfxT   

0=))()(( 2fxyTyxT   or 0.=3f  As )(SZf   so we have (0)== 422 fSff . By 

semiprimeness of S , we get 0.=2f  Thus (0)== 2SffSf . Again by semiprimeness of S , 

we have 0.=f  Therefore 0=)()( yxTxyT   and hence T  is a left centralizer. 

 

Now we extend Theorem 1 of [79], in the setting of MA-Semiring, as follows. 
 



Theorem 5.1.5. Let S  be a 2-torsion free semiprime MA-Semiring and let SST :  be an 
additive mapping such that  

 .,0,=)()( SyxxyxTxyxT   

Then T  is a centralizer. 
 

In order to establish Theorem 5.1.5, first we prove the following lemma. 
 

Lemma A: Let S  be a 2-torsion free semiprime MA-Semiring and SST :  be an additive 
mapping such that  

 .,0,=)()( SyxxyxTxyxT   (5.10) 

 Then following statements hold. 
]),([=]),()[( xxTxxxxTi  

0.=]),()[( xxTii  

 

To prove (i), linearize (5.10) , we get  

 .,,0,=)()()( SzyxxyzTzyxTzyxxyzT   (5.11) 

 Replacing y  by x  and z  by y  in last equation, we get  

 0.=)()()( 22 xxyTyxxTyxyxT   (5.12) 

 Replacing y  with xyx in (5.12) , we get  

 0.=)()()( 33 xxyxxTxxxyxTxyxyxxT   

Replacing y  by 22 yxyx   in (5.10) , we have  

 0.=)()( 2233 xyxyxxTxyxyxxT   

From the last two relations, we get  

 0=)()()( 22 xyxyxxTxyxxxTxxxyxT   

 

 0.=]),([]),([ xxxTyxyxxxTx   (5.13) 

 Applying Lemma 5.1.3. in the above equation, we have  

 0=)]),([]),([( yxxxxTxxTx   

 

 0.=]],),([[ yxxxxT  (5.14) 

 Replacing y  by ]),([ xxTy  in (5.14) , we have  

 0.=]),([]],),([[ xxxTyxxxT  (5.15) 

 Post-multiplying (5.14)  by ]),([ xxT   

 0.=]),([]],),([[ xxTyxxxxT  

Adding pseudo inverse of (5.15)  in above equation, we have  

 0.=]],),([[]],),([[ xxxTyxxxT  

Semiprimeness of S  implies that  

 .0,=]],),([[ SxxxxT   (5.16) 

 It gives that  

 ,],),([=]),([ SxxxTxxxxT   

which establishes )(i . Now, Linearize (5.16) , we obtain  



 ]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[ yyxTyxyTxyyTxyxTyxxT   

 0.=]],),([[ xxyT  (5.17) 

 Replace x  by x  in (5.17)  and using the fact that ),(=))(( xTxT   we have  

 ]],,)([[]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[ yyxTyxyTxyyTxyxTyxxT   

 0.=]],),([[ xxyT  (5.18) 

 Adding (5.17)  and (5.18), we obtain  

  ]],),([[]],),([[]],),(2[[]],),(2[[ yyxyTxxyyTxyxTyxxT  

 0.=]],),(2[[], xxyTyy   

 Adding (5.17)  again in the last equation, we get  

 0=]],),(2[[]],),(2[[]],),(2[[ xxyTxyxTyxxT   

 

 .,0,=]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[ SyxxxyTxyxTyxxT   (5.19) 

 Replace y  by xyx in (5.19) , we have  

 0.=]],),([[]],),([[]],),([[ xxxyxTxxyxxTxyxxxT   

By (5.10) , we get  

 0.=]],,)([[]],),([[]],),([[ xxxyxTxxyxxTxyxxxT   

In view of Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

0.=],]),([[]],),([[],]),([[]],),([[]],),([[ xxxyxTxxxTxyxxxyxTyxxxTxyxxxxT   

By (5.16)  and Lemma 1.3.5, we get  

 0.=]],),([[]],),([[],]),([[]],),([[ xxxTyxxxxyxTxxxyxTxyxxTx   

Again using Lemma 1.3.5., we have  

0.=]),(][,[]],),([[],][),([]],),([[]],),([[ xxTxyxxxyxTxxxyxxTxxxyTxxyxxTx   

By (5.19) , it follows that  

 0.=]),(][,[],][),([ xxTxyxxxyxxT   

Thus we have,  

 0,=]),()[()](),([ xxTyxyxxxyxyxxxT   

which gives that  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([]),([ 22 xxTyxxxTxyxyxxxxTyxxxT   

By Lemma A )(i , we get  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([]),([ 22 xxxTxyyxxxTxxxTyxyxxxT   

From (5.13) , we have  

 0.=]),([]),([ 22 xxTyxyxxxT   (5.20) 

 Pre-multiplying (5.20)  by x  gives  

 0.=]),([]),([ 32 xxTyxyxxxTx   (5.21) 

 By (5.13)  and (5.21) , we get  

 0.=]),([]),([ 32 xxTyxxxxTxy   (5.22) 

 Pre-multiplying last equation by )(xT , we get  

 0.=]),([)(]),([)( 32 xxTyxxTxxxTxyxT   

Replacing y  by yxT )(  in (5.22) , we get  



 0.=]),([)(]),([)( 32 xxTyxTxxxxTyxxT   

From the last two equations, we arrive at  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([]),([ 32 xxTyxxTxxxTyxxT   

Applying Lemma 5.1.3, we obtain  

 0=]),([])),([]),(([ 32 xxTyxxTxxxT   

 

 0=]),([])),([]),([]),(([ 222 xxTyxxTxxxxTxxxT   

 

 0.=]),([])),([]),([]),([]),(([ 222 xxTyxxTxxxxTxxxxTxxxT   

From )(i  of Lemma A and the fact that S  is MA-Semiring, we obtain 

0.=]),([]),([ xxTxyxxTx  Semiprimeness of S  implies that  

 .0,=]),([ SxxxxTx   (5.23) 

 Replacing y  by yx  in (5.13)  and using (5.23)  we have  

 0.=]),([ 2yxxxTx  (5.24) 

 Replace y  by )(xyT  in (5.24) , we get  

 0.=)(]),([ 2xxyTxxTx  

Post-multiplying (5.24)  by )(xT , we get  

 0.=)(]),([ 2 xTyxxxTx  

In the view of last two relations, we arrive at 0=]),([]),([ 2xxTyxxTx  or 

0.=])),([]),(([]),([ xxTxxxxTyxxTx   Thus we have  

 .,]),([=0=]),([ SxxxxTxxTx   (5.25) 

 As we obtained (5.19)  from (5.16) , from (5.25) we arrive at  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([ xxyTxyxTyxxT   

Post-multiplying the above equation by ]),([ xxT  and using (5.25) , we get 

.0,=]),([]),([ SyxxTyxxT   Thus we have 0.=]),([ xxT  This concludes )(ii . 

 

Proof of Theorem 5.1.5: Replacing y  by yxxy  in (5.10) , we have  

 0.=)()( 22 xyxxyxTxyxyxxT   (5.26) 

 Replace z  by 2x  in (5.11) , we get  

 0.=)()()( 2222 xyTxxyxTyxxxyxT   (5.27) 

 By (5.26)  and (5.27) , we obtain,  

 0.=))()()(( xxyTyTxyxxyTx   (5.28) 

 Now, if we define function SSSg :  by )()()(=),( yTxxyTyxxyTyxg   then it is 

easy to check that g  is bi-additive mapping. Thus (5.28) can be written as  

 0.=),( xyxxg  (5.29) 

 As (5.19)  obtained from (5.16) , we can obtain following from (5.29)  

 .,,0,=),(),(),( Szyxxyxzgxyzxgzyxxg   (5.30) 

 Post-multiplying it by xyxg ),(  and using (5.29), we get  

 0.=),(),( xyxzgyxxg  (5.31) 



 Linearization of )(ii  of Lemma A gives  

 0.=]),([]),([ xyTyxT   (5.32) 

 Replacing y  by yxxy  in above equation and using Lemma ),(iiA  we get  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([ xyxTyxTxxyxxyT   

By (5.32) , it follows that 0.=]),([]),([]),([ xyxxyTxxyTxyTx   By Lemma 1.3.5 we 

obtain 0=]),([],)([]),([ xyxxyTxxyTxyTx   
This implies that 0.=]),()()([ xyxxyTxyTyTx   Thus we have  

 0,=]),,([ xyxg  

which gives that  

 .,),,(=),( Syxyxxgxyxg   (5.33) 

 By (5.31)  and (5.33), we have, 0.=),(),( xyxxzgyxg  This and (5.33)  implies that  

 .),(=0=),( xyxgyxxg  (5.34) 

 Linearization of (5.34)  yields 0.=),(),( xyzgzyxg   Post-multiplying last equation by 

),( yxg  and using (5.34)  we get 0.=),(),( yxzgyxg  Thus Syxyxg ,0,=),( . Put yx =  

, we get  

 0.=)()()(2 2 xxTxTxxT   

By Lemma A ),(ii  we obtain, ).(=)( xxTxxT  This together with above relation imply that  

 0.=)()(and0=)()( 22 xxTxTxTxxT   

Therefore by Theorem 5.1.4, it follows that T  is right and left centralizer. This completes the 
proof. 

 

Following result describes another situation in which an additive map on MA-Semiring becomes 
centralizer.  

 

Theorem 5.1.6 Let SST :  be an additive mapping of S  such that  

 0=)()()(2 xyTxxyxTxyxT   (5.35) 

 holds for all ., Syx   Then T  is a centralizer. 

 

Proof: By linearization w.r.t x ( zxx = ) of relation (5.35)  we have  

 0.=)()()()()(2)(2 zTyxxTyzxyzTzyxTxyzTzyxT   

Replacing z  by 2x  in above equation, we get  

 0.=)()()()()(2)(2 222222 xTyxxTyxxyxTxyxTxyxTyxxT   (5.36) 

 Replacing y  by yxxy  in (5.35)  gives  

 0.=)()()()()(2 2222 xyxTxxTyxxyxTxxyxTxyxyxxT   (5.37) 

 By (5.37) and (5.36) we obtain  

 0.=))()(())()(( 22 xTxxTxyyxxxTxT   

By Lemma 5.1.3., we have 0.=))()()((2 2 yxxTxxxTxT   Replacing y  by ,xy  we have, 

0.=))()()((2 2 xyxxTxxxTxT   Semiprimeness of S  implies that  

 0,=)( xxF  (5.38) 

 where ).()()(2=)( 2 xTxxxTxTxF   Ofcourse, we also have  



 0.=)(xxF  (5.39) 

 Put yxx =  in (5.38) we have 0.=)( yxyxF   This implies that 

0.=))}(()())(()({2 2 yxyxTyxyxyxTyxT   From this, we arrive at  

  xyxTxyTxxxTyxyxTxxyTyxFxyF )()()()(2)(2)()(  

 0.=)()()()()(2)(2)( 22 yxyTyxTyyTxyxTyyyxTyxyTxyT   

 If )()()()()(2=),( xTyyTxxyTyxTyxxyTyxB   then the last relation can be 

written as  

 0.=),(),()()( yyxBxyxByxFxyF   (5.40) 

 Replacing x  by x  in (5.40)   

 0.=),(),()()( yyxBxyxByxFxyF   

As T  is additive mapping so )(=))((=)( xTxTxT   which implies that  

 0.=),(),()()( yyxBxyxByxFxyF   

Adding (5.40)  in the above equation we have  

 0.=))(,(),(2)(2))(( yyyxBxyxByxFxxyF   

By adding again (5.40)  in the above equation we get  

 0.=))(,(),(3)(3))(( yyyyxBxyxByxFxxxyF   

Using (5.40), we arrive at  

 0.=),(2)(2 xyxByxF   (5.41) 

 Post-multiplying the last equation by )(xF  and then using (5.39),  we obtain 

0=)()(2 xyFxF . Thus 0.=)(xF  On linearization of 0,=)(xF  we get  

 0.=)()()()()(2 yTxxTyxyTyxTyxxyT   (5.42) 

 Replacing y  by xyx2  in above equation  

 0.=)(2)(2)(2)(2)(4 22 xyxTxxxTyxxxyxTxyxxTxyxyxxT   

In the view of Lemma 1.1.5 and (5.35), we can replace )(2xyxT  by )()( xxyTyxxT  . Thus 

from the above equation, we obtain  

 

0.=)()()(2)()()(2)(4 2222 xyTxyxxTxxxTyxxxxyTxyxTxyxxTxyxyxxT   

By (5.37), we get  

 0.=)()()()()(2 22 xTxxyyxxTxxxxyTxxyxTxyxyxxT   

Thus, we have  

 .)()(=)()()(2 22 yxxxTxxxyTxTxxyxxyxTxyxyxxT   

This together with (5.37) yield  

 0.=)()()()( 22 yxxTxxxxyTxyTxyxxT   (5.43) 

 Replacing y  by xy  in (5.43)   

 0.=)()()()( 222 xyxxTxxxyTxxxyTxxyxxT   (5.44) 

 Pre-multiplying (5.43)  by x , we get  

 0.=)()()()( 2232 yxxTxxxyTxxyTxyxxxT   

By (5.44)  and the last relation, we have  

 0.=]),([]),([ 2 yxxxTxyxxxT   (5.45) 



 Replacing y  by )(xyT  in (5.45)  

 0.=)(]),([)(]),([ 2 xxyTxxTxxxyTxxT   (5.46) 

 Post-multiplying (5.45)  by )(xT , we have  

 0.=)(]),([)(]),([ 2 xyxTxxTxxTyxxxT   

Adding pseudo inverse of (5.46)  in the last relation, we obtain  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([]),([ 2 xxTyxxTxxxTyxxT   

Applying Lemma 5.1.3. in the last equation, we get  

 0=]),([])),([]),(([ 2 xxTyxxTxxxT   

 

 0=]),([])),()[(]),(([ xxTyxxTxxxxxT   

 

 0.=]),([))](),([]),(([ xxTyxxxxTxxxT   

Thus 0.=]),([]),([ xxTxyxxT  By semiprimeness of S  we have  

 0.=]),([ xxxT  (5.47) 

 Similarly, we can obtain  

 0.=]),([ xxTx  (5.48) 

 On linearization of (5.48), we get  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([]),([]),([]),([ xyTxyxTyyyTxxyTyxxTyyxTx   (5.49) 

 Replacing x  by x  in above equation  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([]),([]),([]),([ xyTxyxTyyyTxxyTyxxTyyxTx   

Multiplying (5.49) by 2 and then adding it in the last equation, we arrive at  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([ xxTyxyTxyxTx   

Pre- multiplying last equation by ]),([ xxT  and using (5.47)  and then semiprimness of S , 

we get 0.=]),([ xxT  Thus .)(=)( xxTxxT  Since 0=)(xF  which implies that  

 0.=)()()(2 2 xTxxxTxT   

Therefore, we have  

 0.=)()(and0=)()( 22 xTxxTxxTxT   

By Theorem 5.1.4, T  becomes left and right centralizer and hence centralizer. This completes 
the proof. 

 

Next two theorems are generalization of Vukman’s result*83+, in the setting of MA-Semiring. 
 

Theorem 5.1.7. Let S  be a 2-torsion free non-commutative semiprime MA-Semiring and 

21,TT  are left centralizers on .S  If  

 0=)()](),([ 212 xTxTxT   (5.50) 

 holds for all .Sx  Then 0.=)](),([ 12 xTxT   

 

Proof: We have 0=)](),()[()()](),([=)()](),([ 122212212 xTxTxTxTxTxTxTxTxT  . On 

linearization, we get  

  )()](),([)](),()[()()](),([ 212122212 xTyTyTxTxTyTyTxTxT  



  )](),()[()()](),([)](),()[( 122212122 xTyTxTxTxTyTyTyTxT  

  )()](),([)](),()[()( 2121222 yTyTxTyTxTxTxT  

 0.=)](),()[()()](),([)](),()[( 122212122 xTyTyTyTxTyTyTxTyT   (5.51) 

Replacing x  by x  in (5.51) , and using the fact that 1,2),=(,))((=)(=)( ixTxTxT iii
  we 

have  

  )()](),([)](),()[()()](),([ 212122212 xTyTyTxTxTyTyTxTxT  

  )](),()[()()](),([)](),()[( 122212122 xTyTxTxTxTyTyTyTxT  

  )()](),([)](),()[()( 2121222 yTyTxTyTxTxTxT  

 0.=)](),()[()()](),([)](),()[( 122212122 xTyTyTyTxTyTyTxTyT   

 Multiplying (5.51)  by 2  and adding the result in the above equation, we have  

  )2()](),([)](),()[(3)()](),(3[ 212122212 xxTyTyTxTxTyTyTxTxT  

  )](),()[(3)()](),(3[)](),()[2( 122212122 xTyTxTxTxTyTyTyTxxT  

  )()](),2([)](),()[(3)()](),(3[ 212122212 yTyTxxTyTxTxTxTyTxT  

 0,=)]2(),()[()()]2(),([)](),2()[( 122212122 xxTyTyTyTxxTyTyTxxTyT   

 which implies that  

  )()](),([)](),()[(3)()](),(3[ 212122212 xTyTyTxTxTyTyTxTxT  

  )](),()[(3)()](),(3[)](),()[( 122212122 xTyTxTxTxTyTyTyTxT  

  )()](),([)](),()[(3)()](),(3[ 212122212 yTyTxTyTxTxTxTyTxT  

 0.=)](),()[()()](),([)](),()[( 122212122 xTyTyTyTxTyTyTxTyT   

 By using (5.51)  in the above relation, we have  

  )()](),(2[)](),()[(2)()](),(2[ 212122212 xTxTyTxTxTyTyTxTxT  

 0.=)](),()[(2)()](),(2[)](),()[(2 122212122 yTxTxTxTyTxTxTyTxT   

 As S  is 2-torsion free MA-Semiring, thus we have  

  )()](),([)](),()[()()](),([ 212122212 xTxTyTxTxTyTyTxTxT  

 0.=)](),()[()()](),([)](),()[( 122212122 yTxTxTxTyTxTxTyTxT   (5.52) 

 Replacing y  by xy  in (5.52), we have  

  )()](,)([)](),([)()()](),([ 212122212 xTxTyxTxTxTyxTyxTxTxT  

 0,=])(),()[()(])(),([)](,)()[( 122212122 yxTxTxTxTyxTxTxTyxTxT   

 which implies that  

  )()](),([)](),([)()()](),([ 212122212 xyTxTxTxTxTyxTyxTxTxT  

  )](,)[()()](),()[()()](,)[( 122122212 xTyxTxTyxTxTxTxTxTyxT  

  yxTxTxTxTyxTxTxyT )](),()[()(]),()[()( 1222212  

 0.=]),()[()( 212 yxTxTxT  

 By using (5.50), we obtain  

  )()](,)[()()](),(2[)](),([)( 212212122 xTxTyxTxyTxTxTxTxTyxT  

  yxTxTxTxTyxTxTxTyxT )](),()[()(]),()[()](,[))(( 1222211

2

2  

 0.=]),()[()( 212 yxTxTxT  (5.53) 

 Replacing y  by )(2 xyT  in the last equation, we get  



  )()](),()[())(()](),(2[)](),()[()( 2122

2

2121222 xTxTxyTxTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxT  

  )()](),()[()()](),()[()](),([))(( 2122222112

2

2 xyTxTxTxTxTxyTxTxTxTxyTxT  

 0.=)](),()[()( 2212 xyTxTxTxT  

 By Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

  2

212

2

2121222 ))()]((,)[())(()](),(2[)](),()[()( xTxTyxTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxT  

  )()](,[))(()](),([))(()()](),([)( 21

2

212

2

22122 xTxTyxTxTxTyxTxTxTxTyxT  

 0.=)(]),()[()()()](),()[())(](),()[( 22122122

2

221 xTyxTxTxTxyTxTxTxTxTyxTxT   

 Using (5.53)  in the above equation, we get  

 0.=)](),([))(()](),()[()( 12

2

21222 xTxTyxTxTxTxyTxT   (5.54) 

 Replacing y  by yxT )(1  in (5.54) , we have  

 0.=)](),([)())(()](),()[()()( 121

2

212212 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   (5.55) 

 Pre-multiplying (5.54)  by )(1 xT , we have  

 0.=)](),([))()(()](),()[()()( 12

2

2112221 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

Adding pseudo inverse of the above equation in (5.55) , we obtain  

 0,=)](),([)](,))([()](),()[()](),([ 121

2

212212 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

which implies that  

  )](),([)()](),([)](),()[()](),([ 1221212212 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT  

 0.=)](),([)](),()[( 12122 xTxTyxTxTxT  

 By (5.50), we obtain  

 0.=)](),()[()](),([ 12212 xTxTxyTxTxT  

Semiprimeness of S  which implies that  

 0.=)](),()[( 122 xTxTxT  (5.56) 

 From (5.50) , we get  

 0.=)()](),([ 212 xTxTxT  (5.57) 

 As we obtained (5.52)  from (5.50) , from (5.57), we obtain  

 0.=)()](),([)()](),([)()](),([ 212212212 yTxTxTxTyTxTxTxTyT   

Replacing y  by xy  in the above equation, we have  

 0,=)()](),([)(])(),([)()](,)([ 212212212 yxTxTxTxTyxTxTxTxTyxT   

which implies that  

  )()](),([)()](,)[()()](),([ 212212212 xyTxTxTxTxTyxTxyTxTxT  

 0.=)()](),([)(]),()[( 212221 yxTxTxTxTyxTxT   

 In the view of (5.57), the above equation reduces to  

 0,=)(]),()[()()](,)[()()](),(2[ 221212212 xTyxTxTxTxTyxTxyTxTxT   

 which implies that  

 0.=))(()()()()()())](2(),([ 2

21212212 xTyxTxTxyTxTxTyyxTxT   

 Thus, we have  

 0.=))(()()()()()()](),([ 2

21212212 xTyxTxTxyTxTxyTxTxT   (5.58) 

 Post-multiplying (5.58)  by )(1 xT   



 0.=)())(()()()()()()()()](),([ 1

2

2112121212 xTxTyxTxTxTxyTxTxTxyTxTxT   (5.59) 

 Replacing y  by )(1 xyT  in (5.58) , we get  

 0.=))()(()()())(()()()()](),([ 2

2112

2

122112 xTxTyxTxTxTyxTxTxyTxTxT   

Adding pseudo inverse of (5.59)  in the above equation, we have  

 0=)](,))([()()](),()[()()](),([)](),([ 1

2

2112121212 xTxTyxTxTxTxyTxTxTxTyxTxT   

  

  )](),()[()()](),([)](),([ 12121212 xTxTxyTxTxTxTyxTxT  

 0.=)()](),([)()](),()[()( 21211221 xTxTxTyxTxTxTxyTxT   

 By (5.56) and (5.57), we have  

 0.=)](),()[()()](),([)](),([ 12121212 xTxTxyTxTxTxTyxTxT   (5.60) 

 Replacing y  by yxzT )(2  in (5.60) , we have  

 0.=)](),()[()()()](),([)()](),([ 1212212212 xTxTxyTxzTxTxTxTyxzTxTxT   (5.61) 

 Pre-multiplying (5.60)  by zxT )(2   

 0.=)](),()[()()()](),([)](),([)( 1212212122 xTxTxyTxzTxTxTxTyxTxTzxT   

Last equation together with (5.61)  gives  

 0,=)](),([),( 12 xTxTyzxF  (5.62) 

 where )].(),([)()()](),([=),( 122212 xTxTzxTxzTxTxTzxF   Replacing y  by zxyT )(2  in 

(5.62)   

 0.=)](),([)(),( 122 xTxTzxyTzxF  (5.63) 

 Post-multiplying (5.62)  by )(2 xzT   

 0.=)()](),([),( 212 xzTxTxTyzxF  

Adding pseudo inverse of (5.63)  in the above equation, we get  

 0.=),(),( zxyFzxF  

 Semiprimness of S  implies  

 0.=)](),([)()()](),([=),( 122212 xTxTzxTxzTxTxTzxF   

Thus, we obtain  

 )].(),([)(=)()](),([ 122212 xTxTzxTxzTxTxT  (5.64) 

 Replacing z  by )(1 xyT  in the last equation, we have  

 )].(),()[()(=)()()](),([ 12122112 xTxTxyTxTxTxyTxTxT  (5.65) 

 From (5.60), we have  

 

0.=)](),()[()()()()](),([)()()](),([ 121221121212 xTxTxyTxTxTxyTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

 In the view of (5.65), we obtain  

 0.=)())()()]((),([)()()](),([ 21121212 xTxTyyxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

 By Lemma 1.3.3, we have  

 0.=)())()(()](),([)()()](),([ 211121212 xTxTxTyxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

 As )()()( 11 SZxTxT  , so we have  

 0.=))()()(()](),([)()()](),([ 112121212 xTxTxyTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

 Thus, we get  



 0.=)()()](),([ 1212 xTxyTxTxT  (5.66) 

 Replacing y  by )(1 xyT  in (5.66)  

 0.=)()()()](),([ 12112 xTxTxyTxTxT  

 Post-multiplying (5.66)  by )(1 xT   

 0.=))()(()](),([ 2

1212 xTxyTxTxT  

 From the last two relations, we obtain  

 0.=)()](),([)](),([ 11212 xTxTxTyxTxT  

 Replacing y  by yxT )(1  and using semiprimeness of S , we have  

 0.=)()](),([ 112 xTxTxT  (5.67) 

 Replacing z  by yxT )(1  in (5.64)  and using (5.67) , we have  

 0.=)](),([)()( 1212 xTxTyxTxT  (5.68) 

 As we arrived at (5.58)  from (5.57) , from (5.56) , we obtain  

 0.=)())(()()()()](),([)( 1

2

2212122 xyTxTxTyxTxTxTxTyxT   

 Put yz =  in (5.64) and using it in the above equation, we have  

 0=)())(()()()()()](),([ 1

2

2212212 xyTxTxTyxTxTxyTxTxT   

  

 0=)())(()()()()()()()()()( 1

2

2212221212 xyTxTxTyxTxTxyTxTxTxyTxTxT   

  

 0.=)())(()()()()())(()( 1

2

2221212 xyTxTxyTxTxTxTyyxTxT   

 By Lemma 1.3.3, we have  

 0.=)())(()()()()())()()(( 1

2

22212112 xyTxTxyTxTxTxyTxTxTxT   

 Since )()()( 11 SZxTxT  , we get  

 0=)())(()()()()()())()(( 1

2

22212211 xyTxTxyTxTxTxyTxTxTxT   

  

 0=)())(()()())()()(( 1

2

222111 xyTxTxyTxTxTxTxT   

  

 0.=)())(()()()( 1

2

2221 xyTxTxyTxTxT   (5.69) 

 Replacing y  by )(1 xyT  in last equation  

 0.=))(())(()()()()( 2

1

2

22121 xTyxTxTxyTxTxT   

 Post-multiplying (5.69)  by )(1 xT   

 0.=))(())(()()()()( 2

1

2

21221 xTyxTxTxyTxTxT   

 Thus, we get .))(())((=)()()()( 2

1

2

21221 xTyxTxTxyTxTxT  From this, we have  

 0.=)()()()()()()()( 12212121 xTxyTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

Thus  

 0.=)](),([)()( 1221 xTxTyxTxT  (5.70) 

 From (5.68) and (5.70), it follows that  

 0.=)](),([)](),([ 1212 xTxTyxTxT  

 Semiprimeness of S  implies that implies  



 0.=)](),([ 12 xTxT  

This completes the proof. 
 

 
Corollary 5.1.8. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and T  be a left centralizer of S . If  

 0=]),([]),([ xxTxxxxT   

holds for all Sx  then T  is a centralizer. 
 

Proof: Let us take xxT =)(2  and )(=)(1 xTxT  for all Sx . Then in the view of Theorem 

5.1.7, we have 0=]),([ xxT  for all Sx . This implies that 0=)()( xTxxxT  . Thus 

)(=)( xxTxxT . As T  is left centralizer so we have, .)(=)( 2 xxTxT  Hence 

0.=)()(=)()( 2 xTxxxTxTxxT   By Theorem 5.1.4, T  is a right centralizer and hence 

centralizer.  

 

We also conclude the following corollary. 
 

Corollary 5.1.9. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and T  be a left centralizer of S . If  

 0=]),()[()(]),([ xxTxTxTxxT   

holds for all Sx  then T  is a centralizer. 
 

Theorem 5.1.10. Let S  be a 2-torsion free non-commutative semiprime MA-Semiring. If 1T  

and 2T  are left centralizers on S  satisfying  

 0=)]()],(),([[ 212 xTxTxT  (5.71) 

 for all Sx  then 0.=)](),([ 12 xTxT  

 

Proof: Linearize (5.71), we have  

  )]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[ 212212212 xTyTyTyTxTyTyTxTxT  

 0.=)]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[)](, 2122122 xTxTyTxTyTxTyT   (5.72) 

 Replacing x  by x  in above equation, we have  

  )]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[ 212212212 xTyTyTyTxTyTyTxTxT  

 0.=)]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[)](, 2122122 xTxTyTxTyTxTyT   

 Multiplying (5.72) by 2  and adding it in the last equation, we obtain  

  )]2()],(),([[)]()],2(),([[)]()],(),(3[[ 212212212 xxTyTyTyTxxTyTyTxTxT  

 0.=)]()],(),(3[[)]()],(),(3[[)](, 2122122 xTxTyTxTyTxTyT   

 In the view of (5.72), we arrive at  

 0.=)]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[)]()],(),([[ 212212212 xTxTyTxTyTxTyTxTxT   (5.73) 

 Replacing y  by xy  in last equation and using (5.71) , we obtain  

 0,=)]()],(,)([[)](],)(),([[])()],(),([[ 212212212 xTxTyxTxTyxTxTyxTxTxT   

 which implies that  

  )](],),()[([])],(),()[[()]()],(),([[ 221122212 xTyxTxTyxTxTxTyxTxTxT  



 0.=)](,)](),([[)]()],(,)[([)](, 2122122 xTyxTxTxTxTyxTxTy   

 By using Theorem 1.3.2, Lemma 1.3.5 and (5.71), we have  

  ]),()][(),([)](],),()[[(])],(),()[[( 221221122 yxTxTxTxTyxTxTyxTxTxT  

 0.=)](,)][(),([)]()],(,)[[()](, 2122122 xTyxTxTxTxTyxTxTy   

 Thus we get  

  )](],),()[[()](,)][(),(3[])],(),()[[( 221212122 xTyxTxTxTyxTxTyxTxTxT  

 0.=)]()],(,)[[( 212 xTxTyxT  (5.74) 

 Replacing y  by )(2 xyT  in the last equation, we obtain  

  )]()],(),([[)()(])],(),()[[( 21222122 xTxTxTyxTxTyxTxTxT  

  )]()],(),([)[()()](,)][(),(3[ 22212212 xTxTxTyxTxTxTyxTxT  

  )]()],(),([)[()](),(]),()[[( 21222221 xTxTxTyxTxTxTyxTxT  

 0.=)()]()],(,)[[( 2212 xTxTxTyxT  (5.75) 

 Again using Lemma 1.3.5, we have  

 

T1(x)[y[T2(x),T2(x)],T2(x)]+T1(x)[[T2(x),y]T2(x),T2(x)]=T1(x)[y(T2(x)+T2(x′))T2(x),T2(x)]+T1(x)[(

T2(x)yT2(x)+y′T2(x)T2(x)),T2(x)] = T1(x)[(T2(x)+ T2(x′) + T2(x))yT2(x) + y′T2(x)T2(x),T2(x)] = 

T1(x)[[T2(x),y]T2(x),T2(x)]. 

 

So from (5.75), we obtain  

  )]()],(),([[)()(])],(),()[[( 21222122 xTxTxTyxTxTyxTxTxT  

 )]()],(),([)[()](),(]),()[[()()](,)][(),(3[ 212222212212 xTxTxTyxTxTxTyxTxTxTxTyxTxT  

 0.=)()]()],(,)[[( 2212 xTxTxTyxT  

 By using Lemma 1.3.5 and (5.71) in the above relation, we get  

  )()](,)][(),(3[)(])],(),()[[( 22122122 xTxTyxTxTxTyxTxTxT  

  )](),()][(,)[()()](],),()[[( 12222221 xTxTxTyxTxTxTyxTxT  

 0.=)()]()],(,)[[( 2212 xTxTxTyxT  

 From (5.74), it follows that 0.=)](),()][(,)[( 1222 xTxTxTyxT  Thus we have  

 0.=)](),([))(()](),()[()( 12

2

21222 xTxTyxTxTxTxyTxT   (5.76) 

 Replacing y  by yxT )(1  in last equation, we obtain  

 0.=)](),([)())(()](),()[()()( 121

2

212212 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

Pre-multiplying (5.76)  by )(1 xT , we get  

 0.=)](),([))()(()](),()[()()( 12

2

2112221 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   

From the last two relations, we obtain  

  )](),([)](),()[()](),()[()](),([ 1212212212 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT  

 0.=)](),([)( 122 xTxTyxT   

 By (5.71) , we have  

 0.=)](),([)](),()[(2)](),()[()](),([ 1212212212 xTxTyxTxTxTxTxTxyTxTxT   (5.77) 

 Pre-multiplying (5.77)  by )(2 xT , we have  

 0.=)](),()[()](),()[()](),([)](),([))(2( 1221221212

2

2 xTxTxyTxTxTxTxTxTyxTxTxT   



 Replacing y  by yxTxT )](),([ 12  in (5.76) , we get  

 )](),()[()](),()[( 122122 xTxTxyTxTxTxT  

 0.=)](),([)](),([))(( 1212

2

2 xTxTyxTxTxT   

 Combining the last two relations, we have 0.=)](),()[()](),()[( 122122 xTxTxyTxTxTxT  As S  

is semiprime, so we get, 0.=)](),()[( 122 xTxTxT  This together with (5.71) implies that 

0.=)()](),([ 212 xTxTxT  The rest of the proof can be obtained in the same way as in the proof of 

Theorem 5.1.7. 
 

If we take xxT =)(2  and )(=1 xTT  for all Sx . Then we arrive at following corollary. 

 

Corollary 5.1.11. Let S  be a 2-torsion free semiprime MA-Semiring and T  be a left 
centralizer of S . If 0=]],),([[ xxxT  holds for all Sx  then T  is a centralizer. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Chapter 6  
 
 
 Dependent elements and Free actions in MA-Semirings 

 

 
 
The concept of dependent elements and free actions in MA-Semirings recently 

introduced by Javed and Aslam [50]. To gain more insight in this direction, we dedicate this 
chapter to study these two notions in the domain of prime and semiprime MA-Semirings. In this 
connection, we formulate and generalize some results of Anwar and Summan[5] and 
Vukman[81], concerning dependent elements and free actions. Most of the results of this 
chapter are published in our paper [73]. 

 

 

6.1  Dependent Elements of MA-Semirings 
 

 
This section contains a few material related to the dependent elements in 

MA-Semirings, which will lead us to the next section. The following definition of dependent 
elements of MA-Semiring is taken from [50].  

 

Definition 6.1.1. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. An element Sc  is called dependent element 

of the mapping SSF :  if SssccsF  0,=)( .  

 

Example 6.1.2.[50] With reference to Example 1.2.3, Consider the MA-Semiring 

)(,,,),(),(
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= 221212 SRMStRxxtxtxS 
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If we fix SRsr ),(  then the element 

















0),(

00

= src  is the dependent element of .F  



 

 

Notation. The set of all dependent element of the mapping F  will be represented by ).(FD  

 

Following result generalizes Theorem 2.1 of [5]. It gives characterization of dependent elements 
of a left centralizer. 

 

Theorem 6.1.2. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and T  be a left centralizer on .S  Then 
)(TDc  if and only if )(SZc  and 0.=)( ccT    

 

Proof: Let ).(TDc  Then  

 0.=)( sccsT   (6.1) 

 Replacing s  by st  and post-multiplying (6.1) by z , we get .=)( cstztczsT  Replacing s  

by stz  in (6.1), we have 0.=)( stzctzcsT   Thus 0=)()( ztcsTtzcsT   which implies that 

0=],[)( cztsT . By hypothesis, we obtain 0.=)(],[ sTzc  Replacing s  by sc  and then using 

(6.1), we get 0=],[ cszc . This gives that 0.=],[ czc  Put zwzz =  in the last equation, we 

have 0.=],[ wzczc  Also, we have 0.=],[ wczzc  Combining the last two relations, we have 

0.=],[],[ zcwzc  So 0=],[ zc , by semiprimeness of S . It follows that ).(SZc  So we have 

.,)(=)(=)( SscsTscTcsT   In the view of (6.1), we obtain 0.=)( ccT   Conversely, let 

)(SZc  and 0.=)( ccT    

Consider .0,=))((=)(=)(=)( SssccTsccsTscscTsccsT   This shows that 

)(TDc . This completes the theorem. 

 

The above theorem allows us to conclude the following results. 
 

Corollary 6.1.3. Let T  be a left centralizer on semiprime MA-Semiring S . Then )(TD  is 

subsemiring of )(SZ .  

 

Proof: Let ).(, 21 TDcc   Then by Theorem 6.1.2, )(, 21 SZcc   and 

0.=')(0,=')( 2211 ccTccT   Thus 0=)()( 2121
 ccccT  and )(21 SZcc  , therefore, 

)(21 TDcc  . Also, 0.=')(=')( 21212121 ccccTccccT   Thus we have 

0=')(=)())(( 21212121 sccsccTsccccsT  , for all .Ss  This shows that )(21 TDcc  . As, 

)()( SZTD   so )(TD  is subsemiring of )(SZ . 

 

Corollary 6.1.4. If T  is left centralizer on semiprime MA-Semiring S  then ))((= TDAnnJ  

is an ideal of S  such that .)( JJT   

 

Proof: As )()( SZTD   so an easy calculation shows that 

)}(0,=:{=))((= TDyxySxTDAnnJ   is an ideal of S . Also, if Jx  then 

).(0,=(0)=)(=)( TDaTxaTaxT   This tells that JJT )( . 

 



 
6.2  Free actions in MA-Semiring 
 
 
In this section, we turn our attention to study the notion of free actions with prime and 
semiprime MA-Semirings. Thereby, we consider a few mappings and prove that they are free 
actions. Before this, we provide the definition of free action as follows.  

 

Definition 6.2.1.[50]. Let S  be an MA-Semiring. A mapping SSF :  is a free action on S  

if {0}=)(FD , that is, zero is the only dependent element of F . 

 

Following result is contained in [5], for prime rings. 
 

Theorem 6.2.2. Every left centralizer T  on prime MA-Semiring is a free action provided T  is 
not an identity map. 

 

Proof: Let ).(TDa  Then .0,=)( SxxaaxT   Replacing x  by ,xy  we have, 

0.=)( xyayaxT   By Theorem 6.1.2, )(SZa  thus we have  

 .,0,=))(( SyxyaxxT   

By primeness of S , either 0=a  or 0,=)( xxT   for all .Sx  If 0=)( xxT   then T  

becomes an identity map. Thus T  is a free action. 
 

Theorem 6.2.3. Let T  be a left centralizer of a semiprime MA-Semiring S . Then SS : , 

defined by SxxxTx ],),([=)(  is a free action. 

 

Proof: Let ).(Da  Then by Definition 6.1.1, we have  

 .0,=]),([ SxxaaxxT   (6.2) 

 Thus we have SxaxaxxT ,=]),([ . Linearizing (6.2), we get  

 0.=]),([]),([ axyTayxT   (6.3) 

 Replacing y  by ay  , we have  

 0.=]),([],)[(]),([]),([ yaxaTaxyaTyaaxTayxTa   

By (6.3), it follows that  

 0.=]),([],)[(]),([]),([ yaxaTaxyaTyaaxTaxyTa   

Put ayx == , we obtain  

 0.=]),([],)[(]),([]),([ 22 aaaTaaaaTaaaTaaaTa   (6.4) 

Consider,

.]),([=))()((=))()()()((=))(())()((=],)[(]),([ 222222 aaaTaaTaaaTaaaTaTaaaTaaTaaaaTaaTaaaTaaaaTaaaT 

This together with (6.4) yields  

 0.=]),([]),([]),([ 22 aaaTaaaTaaaTa   

But .=]),([ axxxT  So we have, 0=333 aaa 
  or 0=3a . Post-multiplying (6.2) by 2a , we 



get 0=2axa . This yields 0.=2a  Again, using (6.2), we obtain 0.=a  This proves that   is 

a free action. 
 

Theorem 6.2.4. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and SSd :  be a derivation. Then a 
mapping SS : , defined by Sxxxdx ],),([=)( , is a free action. 

 

Proof: Let ).(Da  Then by Definition 6.1.1, we have  

 .0,=]),([ Sxxaaxxd   (6.5) 

 So we have, .,=]),([ Sxaxaxxd   Linearizing (6.5),we have  

 .,0,=]),([]),([ Syxaxydayxd   (6.6) 

 Replacing y  by xy  in above equation, we have  

 0,=]),([]),([ axxydaxyxd   

which implies that  

 0.=]),([],)([]),([]),([ axyxdaxyxdayxdxyaxxd   

This gives that  

 0=)(],[],)[(]),(2[]),([]),([ aydxxaxyxdyaxxdaxydxayxdx   

 

 0=)()(],)[(]),(2[]),([]),([ aydxxxaxyxdyaxxdaxydxayxdx   

 

 0=))((],)[(]),(2[))(,)((]),([ axxyxdaxyxdyaxxdaydxxydxayxdx   

 

0=],)[(]),(2[))()()()((]),([ axyxdyaxxdaxydxydydxxydxayxdx   

 

 0.=],)[(]),(2[}]),([]),({[ axyxdyaxxdaxydayxdx   

In the view of (6.6), we get  

 0.=],)[(]),(2[ axyxdyaxxd   

Replacing y  by ya  in the last equation and then using it again, we obtain  

 0.=],[)( axayxd  (6.7) 

 Replacing y  by xy  in the above relation, we get  

 0.=],[)( axaxyxd  

Pre-multiplying (6.7) by x , we have 0=],[)( axayxxd . Combining the last two relations, we 

get 0.=],[]),([ axayxxd  Replacing y  by ay  and then using (6.5), we have  

 0.=],[ axaaxy  (6.8) 

 Replacing y  by ya2  , we have, 0.=],[2 axayaxa  Pre-multiplying (6.8) by a  and 

replacing y  by ay  , we have, 0.=],[2 axaxaya  Thus we obtain 

.],[],[=],[],[=0 22 axaayxaaaxaxayaaxayaxa   Put yay =  and using semiprimeness of S

, we arrive at .0,=],[ Sxaxaa   In particular, 0.=]),([ aaada  Thus 0=3a  which implies 

that 0=a  (as in proof above theorem). This proves that   is a free action on S . 

 

In order to formulate next result, we define following definition of ),(   generalized 

derivation with associated ),(   generalized derivation of MA-Semiring.  



 

Definition 6.2.5. Let S  be an MA-Semiring and   and   be automorphisms of S . An 

additive mapping SSG :  is called generalized ),(   derivation with the associated 

),(   derivation d , if there exists an ),(   derivation d  of S  such that 

.,),()()()(=)( SyxyxdyGxxyG    

For dG = , G  is ),(   derivation and for 0=d  and I=  (identity map on S ), G  is 

right centralizer. 
 

Theorem 6.2.6. Let SS :  be a generalized ),(  -derivation with the associated ),( 

-derivation d  of .S  Then )(Da  implies )( dDa   . 

 

Proof: Let ).(Da  Then  

 .0,=)( Sxxaax   (6.9) 

 This implies that .,=)( Sxaxax   Replacing x  by xy  in (6.9), we have  

 0,=)( xyaaxy   

which gives that  

 0.=)()()()( xyaayxdayx    

In the view of relation axax =)( , the above relation becomes  

 0.=)()())()(( ayxdyaxax    (6.10) 

 Post-multiplying (6.10) by z , we obtain  

 .)()(=))()(( zayxdyzaxax    (6.11) 

 Replacing y  by yz  in (6.10), we have 0=)()())()(( ayzxdyzaxax   . This together 

with (6.11) yields 0.=])()[()( zaazyxd   But   being an automorphism is onto, so we 

have 0.=])([)( zaazyxd   Replacing y  by )(])([ xydzaaz   and using semiprimeness 

of S , we get 0.=])()[( zaazxd   This implies that .,,)(=)()( Szxazxdazxd   By (6.10) 

and semiprimeness of S  , we arrive at 0.=))(()( axdax    Thus 0=))(( xaaxd   

and hence, ).( dDa    This completes the proof. 

 

Corollary 6.2.7. Every ),(  -derivation of a semiprime MA-Semiring is a free action. 

 

Proof: Put d=  in above theorem, d  becomes ),(  -derivation. So we have 

0.=))(( xaax   This implies that 0.=)()( xaaxax   Hence 0=)( ax , by (6.9). 

But   is onto, we have Sxxa 0,=  or 0=a . Thus   is a free action. 

 

Next results generalize the work that contained in [5], for the structure of MA-Semirings. 
 

Theorem 6.2.8. Let S  be a semiprime MA-Semiring and T  be a centralizer on S  and d  
be a derivation of .S  Then Td =  is a free action. 

 

Proof: Let ).(Da  Then by definition  

 .0,=))(( SxxaaxTd   (6.12) 



 Replacing x  by xy  in above equation, we get  

 0.=)()()( xyaaydxTyaxTd   (6.13) 

 Post-multiplying (6.12) by y , we get .,,=)( SyxaxyayxTd   This together with (6.13) 

yields  

 .,0,=)()(],)[( SyxaydxTyaxTd   (6.14) 

 Replacing y  by ay  in the last expression, we get,  

 0.=)()()()(]},[],){[( ayadxTayadxTyaayaaxTd   

But ].,[=)(=)()(=],[],[ yaaaayaayayaaayayayaayaayaayaa   Thus above 

equation reduces to  

 0.=)()()()(],[)( ayadxTayadxTyaaxTd   

In view of (6.12), we obtain  

 0.=)()()()(],[ ayadxTayadxTyaax   (6.15) 

 Pre-multiplying (6.15) by z , we get  

 0.=)()()()(],[ ayadxzTayadxzTyazax   (6.16) 

 Replacing x  by zx  in (6.15), we have 0.=)()()()(],[ ayadzxTayadzxTyaazx   As T  

is centralizer so we have  

 0.=)()()()(],[ ayadxzTayadxzTyaazx   

Combining the last relation with (6.16), we get  

 0.=],[],[ yaxza  

Thus .0,=],[ Szza   By (6.14), we obtain 0.=)()( aydxT  Replacing y  by )( yT  in last 

equation, we get, 0.=)()( ayTdxT   Thus 0.=)( ayxT  By semiprimeness of S , 

.0,=)( SxaxT   It follows that ).()())(((=))((=(0)=0 adxTaxTdaxTdd   Post-multiplying 

last equation by a , we get 0=)()())(( 2 aadxTaxTd   or 0.=))(( 2axTd  By again using 

(6.12), we have 0=2a . Post-multiplying (6.12) by a  and using the fact that 0=2a , we 
arrive at 0.=axa  This by semiprimeness of S  gives that 0=a . Hence Td   is a free 
action. 

 

Theorem 6.2.9. Let T  be a left centralizer of a semiprime MA-Semiring. Then 
)()(= xxTxxT   is a free action on S .  

 

Proof: Let ).(Da  Then by Definition 6.1.1, we have  

 .0,=))()(( SxxaaxxTxxT   (6.17) 

Thus we get SxaxaxxTxxT  ,=))()(( . On linearizing (6.17) , we get  

 0.=))()()()(( ayxTxyTxyTyxT   (6.18) 

 Replacing both x  and y  by a  in last equation, we obtain 0=22 aa  . In view of Lemma 

1.1.5, we have 22 = aa  . Now, replacing y  by xa  in (6.18), we get  

 0.=))()()()(( aaxxTxxaTaxxTxaxT   

By (6.17), it follows that 0.=)()( axaxTaxxaTaxa   Replacing x  by a  in last equation, 

we have  

 0.=)()( 323 aaTaaTaa   



But .= 22 aa   So we have  

 0.=)()( 323 aaTaaTaa   (6.19) 

 Now, pre-multiplying (6.17) by a  and replacing x  by a , we have  

 0=)()( 222 aaaaTaaaaT   (6.20) 

 and on post-multiplying (6.17) by a , we get  

 0.=)()( 223 aaaaaTaaT   

This together with (6.20) yields 0.=)()( 23 aaTaaaT   Thus by (6.19), we have 0.=3a  It 

gives that 0=a , as we compute in Theorem 6.2.3. This concludes the theorem. 
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